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The ugly sister gets a face-lift and
possibly a new life.
(pg. 16)
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The more that you read,
the more things you will
know.
The more that you learn,
the more places you'll go!
—Dr. Seuss

A Publication of the Associated Students of the University of Puget Sound

Hjelseth
resigns
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Student body okays
harassment policy
Puget Sound's new sexual harassment
policy passes its final hurdle

Football coach
joins ministry

iclBy Steven MacLeod

seven students, including representatives from ASUPS, the
Honor Court, and the Women's
The open student forum to House.
discuss the proposed Sexual
Assistant to the President,
Harassment Policy took place Alan Smith, described the inon Monday, November I, in formation gathering process he
McIntyre 103.
used in writing this detailed
This was the first and final document: "A lot of input inopponunity for the students cluding student, faculty, and
at-large to
staff comvoice their
ments were
/I
opinions about
received last
...I
think
we
the policy bespring. I kept
fore it will be
have to be deliber- a running tile
presented to
of people's
ate about it and
the executive
suggestions,
committee of
make sure it's not ideas, questhe Board of
tions and conjust last spring's
Trustees,
cerns. By rewhose memviewing that
issue."
vote
in formation
on whether the
when I was
-Susan Pierce
policy is to be
actually writaccepted as
nig the policy,
part of the university's guide- I Eloped to respond to the types
lines.
of concerns being expressed
The executive committee is on campus,"
expected to vote a f fi miati vel y,
Other data was compiled
based on the preliminary from the National Association
policy approval granted unani- of Independent Paralegal Atmously at the October meet- torneys, the Northwest
ing of the Board.
Women's Law Center, several
Attending the forum were
six faculty/staff members and see FORUM page 4
Guest Writer

❑By Bruno Zalubil
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Staff Writer

After nine seasons of coaching Puget Sound football, Ross
Hjelseth will step down as head
coach on November 30 after
finishing the current season.
Hjelseth, who broke the news
to his coaching staff on Sunday
and to his players on Monday,
will accept the headmaster position at Lifc Christian Academy.
"As you grow in your Christian faith what you find is that
the world is bigger than yourself," Hjelseth said. "This is an
opportunity to do something for
others in the ministry. I can
apply everything that I learned
at this university to working
there."
Though the Loggers are 0-61, Hjelseth said that the poor
performance of his football
team had no part in his decision
to resign.
During his nine seasons at
Puget Sound, Hjelseth compiled
a 34-43-2 record. Most of those
victories came early in his tenure. In his first season, he led
the Loggers to a 7-2 record and
he later coached the team to a
"best-in-the-nation" 10 consecutive victories.
This season, however, will
be the sixth consecutive that the
Loggers will finish having won
fewer games than they lost.
"Announcements of that type
are always a big surprise to everybody," Hjelseth said. "The
reaction time is different for
each person."
"The reason I was surprised
was because Coach Hjelseth has
always had a great rapport with
the administration," said senior
defensive back Greg Fisher.
Hjelseth will be the first headmaster for Christian High
School. The school, which will
eventually reach a capacity of
250 students, will open in September of 1994.
Hjelseth will coach the Loggers on November 6 at home
against Whitworth and in the
Tacoma Dome against the Pacific Lutheran Lutes on November 13. After November, however, the coaching spot will be
vacant.
"A search for a new coach
will begin upon completion of
the current season with the goal
of naming a new coach sometime in January," said Athletic
Director Dr. Richard Ulrich.
A committee representing a
wide range of university interests will be formed to fill the
vacancy created by Hjelseth's
resignation. The option of
see HJELSETR page 4

Animated characters bring to
life a Christmas tale that just
might spook you. (pg. 6)

The long-awaited 1993-94
basketball previews.
(center pull-out)

Football coach lijelseth announced his resignation Monday, effective
November 30.

Watson finalists publicly announced, interviews to follow

ClBy Kristina Fatur
Guest Writer

The first nominees from the
University of Puget Sound for
the Thomas J. Watson Foundation Fellowship were officially
submitted on Monday, November 1, to the Foundation in Providence, Rhode Island.
Seema Ahmed, Bryce Maxell,
Gillian Neukom and Forrest
Pierce are the four campus finalists chosen from 26 applicants.
Representatives from the
Foundation will interview the
four later this academic year,
and will announce the Fellows
on March 16, 1994.
"I have a feeling that the
Watson people know who and
what they are looking for," said
Ahmed.
Each year, the Watson Foundation funds up to 60 students
for a year to "explore with thoroughness a particular interest,
test their aspirations and abilities, view thei r I ives and American society in greater perspective, and concomitantly, develop a more informed sense of
international concern."
Fellowship recipients receive
a grant of $15,000 to do this.
If selected as fellows, the
Puget Sound students have developed elaborate plans for their
travels across the world.

Ahmed hopes to go to India
and study "how theater reflects
and advocates change in [Egypt,
West Bank, Gaza and Pakistan]
societies, especially Islamic
Fundamentalists."

Maxell would look at the
management of flora and fauna
in Australia and New Zealand.
Pierce wants to travel to Madagascar to study traditional Malagasy music.

Neukom said she hopes to
study the repatriation of refugees in Latin America. "Starting out in Mexico, hopefully I
will be working with refugees
see WATSON page 4

Campus discusses communism

Richard Pipes, pro essor of story at larvart t the Brown and I aley ecturer or
3-94, si-ce
on campus last week. Pipes* lectures were entitled "Communism: The Vanished Specter." Pipes as
shown here with history department chair Suzanne Barnett.
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eti$ World Report
DCompiled from the Na- burning debris and embers.
20,000 acres have burned
tional Public Radio net- About
and 100 homes were destroyed
work and LISA Today
in Malibu. Fire is "crawling over
1-601 lives despite I-602's
defeat
Washington state, Nov. 3:
Preliminary state election results indicate that 1-602, the
rollback tax-cut initiative, was
defeated by a margin of 5644%. The race for I-601, a similar tax-cut initiative, is closer
and absentee votes will be the
deciding factor. It will take days,
or possibly weeks, to total the
still incoming votes from absentee ballots. Political analysts
said voters saw 1-602 as too
threatening to state education
programming because of i ts retrospective aspect while 1-601
was interpreted in a more positive light.
California up in flames
again: thousands flee hills
Los Angeles, Nov. 3: Thousands flee the hills of southern
California as hot winds whip up

the hillside" in the direction of
Pepperdine University. Arson
investigators are attempting to
track down a suspect related to
last week's blazes who threatened to set the fires in a series of
letters.
Time runs short for
Clinton's endorsment of
NAFTA
Washington, Nov. 2: Pressure mounts for those House
members who have yet to make
up their minds about NAFTA.
The Nov. 17 House vote could
kill the agreement while it is
expected to pass easily in the
Senate. Should Clinton fail to
put the treaty through, he will
be the first president "in recent
memory" to lose a trade bill.
Those who remain undecided
are taking into account calls
from President Clinton and expresident Carter and weighing
them against Ross Perot's anti-

f
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NAFTA crusade:The decision
is especially controversial for
the Midwest and Northeast regions of the U.S.
Oregon Senator Packwood
loses battle over diaries
Washington, Nov. 2: Senator
Bob Packwood lost his battle to
limit access to his diaries.
Packwood voluntarily submitted thousands of pages of the
personal records in an effort to
defend himself against sexual
misconduct charges. However
suppressed the flow when committee investigators broadened
their inquiries to newly uncovered information found in the
diaries which could potentially
implicate the senator in criminal conduct. Packwood told the
senators the new allegations
were "discussions with lobbyists about a job for his then-wife
Georgie." Senators upheld the
request by the ethics committee
to sue Packwood for the diaries
he refused to hand over. 28
women have accused Packwood
of sexual misconduct.
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What is your opinion of
NAFTA?
"To tell you the
truth, I haven't
really thought
about it but . . bad
idea."

—Andy Giddings

Circle K and AIESEC help millions with IDD

❑By Ned Brown

We also want to raise aware- $5.00 per club member. Ieseasy
ness of Circle K and AIESEC. when a project like this involves
We'll have club members be- so many people acrossthecounAccording to the World hind a table in the SUB to tell try. Each plant will serve about
Health Organization, one-fifth people what is going on that one million people," McEwen
of the world is at risk to iodine week. I feel we have a responsi- said.
"We don't have the problem
deficiency disorders (IDD) in bility to let people know we are
here in America. So we are just
75 countries. These 1 billion here."
Beth Wagner, projects direc- trying to do it for the rest of the
people could be affected with
mental and physical retardation, tor for AIESEC, said that their world," said McEwen. "The
chronic lack of energy or goiter main objective, beyond the fund hope is that IDD can be elimi(a swelling ofthe thyroid gland) raising, is to provide "a global nated by the year 2000.
In addition to the fund raisand cultural understanding to
all because they lack iodine.
ing, the two groups will end the
The University of Puget the events of the week."
"We see ourselves tied into week by sponsonng a kids' acSound's Circle K Club and
AIESEC organization, as part Circle K with international ser- tivity day, located at the Boys
of a larger effort, plan to put a vice," said Wagner. "Since this and Girls club on North 26th
stop to this problem by raising has mostly been a Circle K Street and Orchard as part of
funds for the building of two project we are here to provide International Community Seriodine plants during the Inter- the extra man power to get vice Day.
"We are hoping," said
national Community Service things done."
On Tuesday, November 9, at Wagner, "to set up some sort of
and Awareness Week, starting
next Monday, November 8, 5:30 p.m. in McIntyre 304, culturalboothwithintemational
through Saturday, November Circle K will be in "the corn- games at the kids' activity day.
13. The two organizations will munity to raise money for the We might have some world
co-sponsor this week. iodine plants and make people geography games, costume
Josh McEwen, president of aware of the disorder," said guessing, and identification of
international foods. We want to
Circle K said that the purpose McEwen.
"The construction of the represent the Hispanic culture,
of the week is to "help raise
campus awareness of commu- plants will cost about $50,000 Asian cultures and African culnity and international problems. each, which translates to about tures."
Staff Writer

CRIMES ON CAMPUS

"The globalization of our economy is
inevitable, and North America would
be better off to consolidate now rather
than fail later."
—Lamar Pierce & Alberta Hall
"Public opinion on
NAFTA is just a disgusting example of
special interest manipulation without
knowledge."
—Josh Bidde

"What is it?"
—Carolyn
Salisbury

27 October through 3 November 1993
27 October, 12:38 a.m.

Security contacted a fraternity about a loud stereo playing. Residents
in the area complained about the noise.

29 October, 6:13 p.m. A faculty member reported a vehicle being driven recklessly near
the Music building. There were several small children in the area.
31 October, 7:34 p.m. A student reported observing a male standing in the wooded area
west of the Library with his pants down. Security checked the area
but was unable to locate the man.
31 October, 10:50 p.m. A student reported that a visiting friend scared off two would-be
bicycle thieves from a university residence on Alder Street.
1 November, 12:28 a.m. Security observed a suspected student driving his vehicle recklessly
and at a high rate of speed on Union Ave.
1 November, 12:13 p.m. A student reported her unsecured bicycle was stolen from the side
of her university residence.
1 November, 7:06 p.m. Security responded to a complaint from staff in the Library about
several students causing a disturbance inside the front doors. Secu
rity contacted the students, who appeared intoxicated, and ques
tioned them about their actions.

Submitted and edited by Todd A. Badham, director of Security Services

"NAFTA is going all the way, man!"
—Rob Reinhasdt
"I think NAFTA is an alien being and even
though we don't know what it is, we should
consider it our enemy."
—Ryan Glover

Ne w s
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Campus grapples with NAFTA
Guest professor leads discussion on pending
relationship with Mexico
❑By Chris Aschauer
Staff Writer
Denise Dresser, a Professor
of Political Science
at the
TecnolOgico
Instituto
Aut6nomo de Mexico, spoke
on the North American Free
Trade Agreement at the SUB
boardroom Thursday, October
21.
Dresser drew a crowd larger
than capacity for the SUB
boardroom. All seats were taken
and many people leaned in doorways or sat on the floor.
Dresser posed the question of
what will happen in the future
with NAFTA, and led the group
in a discussion of whether the
Americas will form the next
EC?
Assuming NAFTA does not
fall through with the recent election of the new Canadian president, Chretien, Congress'
course of action on NAFTA
will soon be set.
From the number of people
who attended the talk, members of the Puget Sound community arc evidently interested
in and concerned about the issue, but they may not have
strong opinions on it yet, since
there are so many potential results from its ratification.
Dresser claims that Salinas,
the current President of Mexico,
says NAFTA will benefit everyone—a claim reminiscent of

the trickle-down economic plan
of the Reagan presidency.
Salinas' political reforms
have, by no means, been earth
shattering and he is barely staying ahead of competing parties.
He has made major economic
reforms, though.
Salinas can assure his political success through an economic venue, barring some
major disaster. He can remain
safe by directing discretionary
funds to political trouble spots
with the minimum amount of
actual expense.
NAFTA is a perfect source
for these funds. In a form of
damage control, Salinas throws
money to threatening groups
around election time, temporarily allaying the people in
these geographic or political
collections enough to allow his
party a victory.
At the same time Salinas
brings grass roots progressive
organizations into his government, giving him the image of a
reformer, simultaneously enabling him to influence these
groups more directly and precisely than ever before.
While waiting for the cash to
"trickle down," Salinas can allay the masses with nominal
gifts to keep his position of
power secure. This will pacify
the masses and put Salinas in a
position of political safety.
"Loosen the reins as little as

CI

possible and lose only when
forced to," is Salinas' government motto according to
Dresser.
NAFTA would provide an
ideal resource of funds for Salinas to do just that.
Mexico will be intensely affected by the decision on the
agreement. The ramifications
for this proposal go beyond just
economic and environmental
consequences, which are critical in and of themselves.
NAFTA may result in a new
political atmosphere in Mexico,
one in which there is little to no
change.
Dresser received her Ph.D. in
Politics from Princeton University with a dissertation entitled,
"Of Friends and Foes: Economic Liberalization and Coalition-Building in Mexico."
Recently, besides working as a
Professor of Political Science,
Dresser has published papers
on the Mexican political system, Mexican political economy
and U.S.-Mexican relations.
She has been honored with
many awards including a Ford
Foundation grant.

PEN FORUMS &
CAMPUS EVENTS
for the week of Nov. 4 - Nov. 11

ASUPS Lectures presents "Inside the Aryan
nation: confessions of a former racist," with
Floyd Cochran, on Tuesday, November 9, at 8
p.m. in the Great Hall.
BLP seminar presents George Reynolds, senior
vice-president of marketing for Starbucks corporation, 3 p.m. Mc 213. "Taking Starbucks to
Coffee Drinkers everywhere," November 10, at
3 p.m. in McIntyre 213.
For those interested in applying for a Rotary
Scholarship to be a cultural ambassador, come to
the meeting with Rotarian Gary Peterson, professor of communication and theater arts,
Wednesday, November 10, in
Library 134 at 4 p.m.
Thursday, November 11, Science/Math seminar,
Walter Orchard from chemistry will speak on
"batteries?" at 4 p.m. in Thompson 124.
Refreshments served.

NOTICE:

K UPS IS CLIZRENTLY OFF

Wednesday, November 17, at 8 p.m. the Regester
Lecture for 1993 presents "The ethics of survival," with professor and chair of comparative
sociology George M. Guilmet, in Kilworth.

THE AIR DUE TO TECHNICAL.
THE STATION
WILT BAC.k ON AIR SOME
FRIDAY, NOV. 5.

r
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■North Proctor Video

-41.
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2525 N. Proctor
Tacoma, WA 98407
(206) 752-9667

Chalet

Bowl and Restaurant

3806 North 26th
Tacoma, WA 98407
(206) 752-5200

(Located 8 blocks N.W. of UPS)
(Located on the corner of N. 26th and Proctor)

GOOD FOR
1 FREE
VIDEO 'RENTAL

COLLEGE BOWLING
NIGHT
Thursdays... 9:00 PM- 11:00 PM

Not to be used for late fees

Bowling * Pop* Chips

One coupon per customer per day

$5.00 a student

expires November 15.
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Pitchers of Beer... $3.50
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FORUM from page 1
northwestern colleges and universities and the harassment
policies of various types of institutions from across the country.
"One of the challenges was to
write a policy that deals with a
subject as complex as sexual
harassment," explains Smith,
"complex if only because of the
number of federal, state, and
local laws applied [and] at the
same time wnte a policy of reasonable length, accessible, readable, and understandable."
One student, who wished to
remain anonymous, was concerned that with the amount of
literature on rules and regulations already given to the students, it is difficult to know
what the policy is and how to
enforce it.
To help simplify matters, an
informational brochure is to be
developed with need-to-know
facts and where to go for further
assistance.
More educational programs,
similar to "When 'hello' gets
out of hand," are also being
planned to bring awareness to
the students rather than making
it necessary for the students to

WATSON from page 1
from Guatemala and Salvadoran refugees in Honduras,"
Neukom said.
"I will basically live in the
refugee camps . .. and observe
what their lives are like."
Neukom said she had worried about the reaction from
members of the committee to
her proposal to live in the war

The Puget Sound Trail
hunt the information down.
"It's not just that people need
to be educated about what
sexual harassment is, they also
need to know what it is not,"
stated President Pierce.
"I think we're probably ahead
of other organizations by what
we're doing, but I think we have
to be deliberate about it and
make sure it's not just last
spring's issue. It's really part of
the fabric of [the university]."
Smith compared the previous one-page harassment policy
to this year's fifteen page document (including appendices).
"The major change is that this
one provides significantly more
detailed information about what
our policy is, what it means,
and what the procedures are,"
Smith said.
The administration decided
against mailing copies of the
policy to all members of the
Puget Sound community.
"You'd have to kill so many
trees to provide a copy of the
policy to everybody," said
Pierce.
However, copies of the policy
will be available for pick-up
both in the President's office,
in Jones Hall, and in the Dean
of Students office, in the SUB.
zones and what we would term
"concentration camps."
The Puget Sound selection
committee consisted of six
members, two of whom are
Watson Fellows themselves.
Leonard Krause, President of
Leonard Krause and Associates
and Sarah Sloane; assistant professor of English; both of whom
were 1979 Watson Fellows
from Middlebury College.

HJELSETH from page 1
choosing a coach from within
the program to step up to fill the
position will be open to the committee. The official job announcement and the committee
will be formed on November
15.
Whether the new coach will
be selected from the current
coaching staff is a decision that
"will be made by people other
than myself," Hjelseth said.
"From my standpoint, one of
my wishes from the outset
would be that there is continuity for the sake of our players."
"The university needs to treat
this with a lot of seriousness.
Whether or not there is an internal person or not, every interested person should be equally

considered by the school,"
Fisher said. "Right now, I don't
see anyone on the internal staff
with the same qualities as Coach
J, they do have the potential,
but I don't know if they have the
desire."
Over the years Hjelseth has
been an ambassador for the university on the regional and national level. Currently, Hjelseth
is the president of the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Football Coaches , but he will
also resign from this position.
Hjelseth served as the president of the Columbia Football
Association and is a member of
the American Football Coaches
Association Coach of the Year
committee, the NAIA Division
II Rating Committee and he is
the football representative to

Search for new dean of students continues
The appointment of a new Dean of Students has not yet been

made but a dean of students search committee has been
announced. After David Dodson resigned last spring the
position was left open. The composition of the search corrimit-.„ :
tee will include three students, three faculty and three staff
members:
Jason Werts, president of ASIJPS
Alison De La Cruz, student at-forge
Julie Davidson, student at-large
Ross Singleton, professor of economics
lly Nagy, professor of art
John English, professor of education
Ron Albertson, academic/career advising coordinator
Shelley Thompson, counselor of admission
Susan Pierce, president
On November 2, the search committee met to begin the
!!eview of over 200 hundred applications.
C.0_'.:`5 c' expected, the ne,,v dean will be on campus in
)1
of 1994.
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the NAIA Division of Competition committee.
"Some coaches like to work
in their own environment and
on their own campus," Hjelseth
said. "Others, like myself, have
a feel for improving the game
beyond their university. That is
why I have worked on the state
and national level to improve
the game for its players and all
the schools it represents."
From his nine seasons at Puget
Sound, Hjelseth has many trick
plays and many fine athletes to
remember, but the memories
that stick out the most are of the
relationships he has formed.
"We have tried from the outset to bring quality people into
this university," Hjelseth said.
"The football team has done
that, albeit not perfectly. We
have been a very class part of
this university and a positive
outreach to the community."
"Football is such an emotional
game," he said. "Because of
that emotion there is something
special about the people and the
time you spend with the people.
The people are what is important. I will remember the people
and the relationships much more
than a given play."
Corrections
Two corrections of last
week's KUPS article were
brought to The Trail's
attention by KUPS. Four
people applied for the general
manger position. and it has
not been announced whether
the applicants were core
staffers. The transmitter is
only tentatively scheduled to
be up again next week.

You wouldn't wear these.

Canine.

Canine.

Why would you wear these?
They're cute, fluffy little bundles

&f love—we take them into our homes
and our hearts, and we make them
part of our families.
Or at least we do that for the puppies iii the top picture. The young
foxes are from the same canine family,
bi it they'll be caught in traps, or forced
to live in confinement and then electro-

cuted just for people to wear on their
backs. It doesn't make sense, does it?
For more information, contact The
Humane Society of the United States.
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The Humane Society of the United States
2100 L Street, NW, Washington, DC 20037
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Tim Burton makes even
Christmas seem spooky
DBy Todd Starkweather
Staff writer

I would call it a great movie if it
was a movie. I would call it the
most fabulous cartoon I have ever
seen if it was a cartoon. It was
great and fantastical and spectacular, but what exactly was
it?The Nightmare Before Christmas defies all modern terminol-

ogy.
Nightmare will enthrall and

amaze anyone who chooses to
sees it.
Utilizing spectacular animation, the movie's directors and
creators make a visual spectacle
that rivals all of the box offite hits
of the past summer (Jurassic Park
and The Fugitive).
Unlike the generic Hollywood
action flicks, Nightmare doesn't
distance the viewer or dull the
senses through a bombardment
of explosions and larger than life
special effects. Rather, it awakens the senses and brings the
viewer in on a more intimate level.
Even if Nightmare had featured
real actors rather than absurdly
animated characters, I would have
enjoyed it. The plot is a cross
between a Clive Barker horror
novel and a Walt Disney fairy
tale.
The movie/cartoon/musical
begins in Halloween Town, where
Halloween provides the year
round atmosphere. For residents
of Halloween Town, their entire
existence revolves around the
continual preparation for the next
October 31. All the eccentric
townfolk seem to enjoy this kind
of life, except for the hero, Jack,
The Pumpkin King.

Jack becomes disenchanted
with his existence, beginning to
wonder what lies beyond Halloween Town and its yearly rituals. After his Halloween performance, Jack wanders off into the
woods lonely and confused. On
his journey, he stumbles upon a
clearing in the forest where all

The plot is a cross
between a Clive
Barker horror
novel and a Walt
Disney fairy tale.
the doors to all the other holidays
are located. Intrigued, Jack falls
into Christmas Town.
After returning from Christmas Town Jack cannot overcome
his excitement. He decides that
next December 25, Halloween
Town should be in charge of running Christmas, allowing Santa
Claus a break for all his good
service in years past.
It's obvious that neither Jack
nor the other ghouls in Halloween Town grasp the concept of
Christmas. Jack doesn't realize
that people enjoy Halloween and
Christmas for separate reasons.
While it is fun to be scared on
Halloween, most people don't enjoy being chased by carnivorous
toy ducks or watching their tree
being eaten by a python on Christmas. Jack doesn't mean to offend; it's just that he has too much
Halloween in him to be a successful Christmas host.

Cochran speaks out against hatred

Meanwhile, Santa
Claus has been taken
hostage, and fallen into
the hands of Halloween
Town's most despised
resident, the Oogy
Boogy Man.
One of the biggest
complaints aboutNightmare is that it contains
large amounts of violence, especially for a
PG rating. This judgment is completely off
base. Nightmare is
about as violence-free
as a movie can get. I'm
sure that the directors
and producers knew that
they could get bigger
box office returns if they
kept the violence in the
editing room.
There is also the complaint that the viewer has
to get used to the dialogue being delivered in
song. Ordinarily I would
abhor this. I can't stand
musicals or the whole
idea of actors suddenly
breaking character to
belt out a song. But then
again, there are no actors in Nightmare, just
highly amusing, animated characters.
It is silly and out of
place for actors to sing in
the middle of a movie,
but musical performance
seems a perfectly natural mode of communica- Jack and Sally share a moment in The Nightmare Before Christmas
tion for a Pumpkin King,
or Boogy Man. I think its absurd
my count, it ran, at most, only one
see The Nightmare Before Christto have characters sing songs in
hour and twenty minutes. I was
mas. I'll guarantee that you will
the middle of a story, but if the
get more for your money in this
disappointed when it ended; I
story is absurd, it works just fine.
hour and twenty minutes than
wanted more. At least I wasn't
The only complaint I have with
you would at most two hour movwaiting for the movie to end.
the movie/cartoon/musical/visual
If you ever have an hour and
ies. Call it anything you want,
art is that it ended too quickly. By
twenty minutes to spare, go and
just go see it.

Rants, Raves and Reviews
UBy Carrie Siegel
Music Reviewer

Morphine Cure For Pain

Floyd Cochran, former National Spokesman and Political Coordinator for the Aryan Nation will speak out
against hatred in the Great Hall on Tuesday, November 9 at 8pm. Long involved with white supremacist
groups, Cochran now lectures about the the harmful
effects of hatred, misunderstanding and groups like
the Aryan Nation and the KKK. The lecture is free to
the Puget Sound community.
•

While leafing through my
friend's psychology textbook one
day, I came across the definition
of morphine; it's an opiate that
stimulates endorphine synapses
in the pleasure center of the brain.
This leads me to believe that
Morphine is a very appropriately
named band, for this Boston trio's
music stimulates my pleasure centers like none other.
I scream, you scream, we all
scream for Morphine!
Due to the absence of traditional six-string guitars in their
arrangement, Morphine can't really be categorized as a rock band.
With Mark Sandman on lead vocals and two-string slide bass,
Dana Colley on baritone saxophone, and Jerome Dupree on
drums, they sound more jazzy
than rock-and-rolly. But even for

people like moi who haven't been
exposed to much "experimental
fusion" jazz, or aren't too interested in it, Morphine's second
album is instantly alluring.
Mark Sandman's lethargic
voice is unquestionably the sexiest thing east of the Mississippi,
and Dana Colley's dreamy, textured sax melodies are a close
second. It's a simple formula:
Morphine = audible orgasm. I
just finished listening to Cure for
Pain and now I need a cigarette.
Although Sandman looks as if
he couldn't be a day over thirty
(or so), he tends to come across
like the archetypical wise old
sage, perpetually singing songs
of experience rather than innocence. His prolific songwriting
talent enables him to write understated, minimalist music that
boasts all the sharpness and complexity of a Norton Anthology,
although it goes down more like

tional. The latter bears the memorable hook, "Candy says she
wants me with her down in
Candyland."
With Cure for Pain, Morphine
has undoubtedly composed one
of the best albums of '93.
Dig it.
Rating: Widmer

0By Kevin VaughanBrubaker
The Ocean Blue Beneath
the Rhythm and Sound

Dick and Jane.

Morphine never forgets the
Three C's: they're always supercool, calm, and composed. When
I heard their first release, 1991's
Good, I thought to myself, "It
just doesn't get any better than
this." Not true. Cure for Pain is
just as good or gooder than Good.
Their impressive, seemingly insatiable musical ability makes itself apparent from the first song,
"Buena," through to the last,
"Mile's Davis' Funeral," with no
breaks in between. "I'm Free
Now" and "Candy" are excep-

•

Ci

Excellent rock and roll is often
very image-oriented, creating
places that listeners can enter and
sonic moments which they can
explore. The most outstanding
feature of Beneath The Rhythm
and Sound, the third album by the
New England foursome The
Ocean Blue, is the variety of such
places and moments.
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Does anyone remember The Romantics
A nostalgic view of Top 40 music from the '80's
❑By Todd Miller
Guest Writer
Most of us were still in
gradeschool memorizing state
capitals and spelling words when
The Romantics' big hits, "Talking In Your Sleep" and "One in a
Million" were getting radio airplay. But, like so much of the
music from our younger days,
these catchy tunes have been forgotten.
Well, maybe not entirely. We
can still hear a satisfying amount
of Lionel Richie on KLSY's
"Lights Out, Puget Sound" and a
fair number of REO
Speedwagon songs on
rock stations. But they
don't count. I'm talking about music like
The Romantics, stuff
that hasn't receiveiairplay since Reagan defeated Mondale.
Remember Night
Ranger and their smash
rock ballad, "Sister
Christian?" Or Culture Club and their
string of chatmakers,
including such noteworthies as "The War
Song" and "I 'II Tumble
4 Ya?" And what happened to the Stray Cats? The Mary
Jane Girls? Eddie Rabbitt?
Granted, there isn't a soul out
there who's requesting Human
League's "Don't You Want Me,"
but I'm guessing that folks would
get a nostalgic kick out of hearing
it occasionally. There's a demand
for Top 40 music of the early and
mid 80's; the problem is that, for
people not so obsessed with the
era, it's a silent, subconscious one.
Would we listen to a station
whose format would be similar to
today's Top 40 radio stations,
except playing strictly dated music anywhere from seven to fifteen years gone by?
"Sure I would," said Tom
Mavroudis, program director for
KUPS.
"It would be fun, especially on
a college campus where you have
a general audience that grew up
listening to it."
"You know what?" he added,
"I've never really thought about
that. It's been lost."
No kidding. Mavroudis also said
I was the first person to ever mention an idea like that to him.
"You're the only one. But I'd
predict that with the recent resurfacing of disco, early 80's will
come back."

Yeah, but when? And at what
cost to our already clouded memories?
Bill Reid, the lunchtime DJ at
Seattle's modern rock station
107.7 FM (a.k.a "The End"), and
his daily feature, "Resurrection
Jukebox," provided a faint glimmer of hope. I was confident he
would understand our plight;
"Resurrection Jukebox" brings
back alternative rock bands and
artists from the early 80's punk
and New Wave heydays, like The
Replacements, Dexy's Midnight
Runners, and the eternally hip
Flock of Seagulls. Surely, I

thought, Bill Reid could sympathize.
Unfortunately, my assumptions
were wrong .
"That's the music I've tried to
avoid all my life"' Reid said, his
cut to the chase brevity and honesty flattening my hopes in one
sentence.

Reid also panned any fantasy
format.
"You couldn't get away with
playing Journey, and then turning around and playing, say, The
Ramones," he said.
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"You had your Journey listeners on one side, your Ramones
listeners on the other. And they
hated each other. Still do. It's sad
but true."
Ok, he's right. But then again,
the Ramones never had a Top 40
hit. So, technically, they would
not meet station requirements.
Ross Block, however, provided
answers that made a lot of sense.
The program director of Seattle's
Adult Contemporary Warm 107
FM attributed the omission of Top
40 music from the early 80's from
standard radio formats to a number of factors.
One of those factors is format.
"Why our station doesn't play
Night Ranger or Rick Springfield
. . . is mostly a function of the
format we have. There's a tempo
limit we can't go past."
Another reason that Top 4080' s
music has been forgotten is the
"flash in the pan syndrome."
"Some of that music can really
sound dated . . . most [Top 40]
hits, you will find, two or three
years down the road, no one wants
to hear them again," Block comments.
Poor research also preven is classic top 40 music from hitting the
airwaves.
According to Block, "there has
been a reaction to the success of
oldies stations in that the potential for a younger oldies format,
playing stuff from the the 70's on
up to the mid 80's, has been discovered ... it's only happened in
a few cities though. I believe
Phoenix has one ... but, honestly,
that era of music has been poorly
researched."
According to radio
business VIP's,
today's radio audience
is not prepared to make
a retro Top 40 station
profitable. For now, at
least, we must be content with ordering CD
compilations with
names like "Totally
Eighties" over the
phone from advertisements that run on
latenight cable TV.
B ut give it time. Ten
years from now, it will
be people like us who
are running radio stations and deciding
music formats. Then it will be us
telling nostalgic college kids that
people simply have no desire to
hear Gerardo and Firehouse anymore.
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MUSIC from page 6
There is a tight harmony beBeneath reveals a restless, contween the band and Schelzel;
fident band of musicians led by
they know when to push it to
vocalist/lyricist David Schelzel.
extremes and when to fall back
These musicians are grounded
and support him with gorgeous
in rock tradition, yet at the same
hooks and resonating instrumentime, are concerned with extal flourishes. Keyboardist/saxotending the boundaries of this
phonist Steve Lau is rather extradition. This sentiment is eviceptional. His playing is focused
dent in "The Relatives:"
yet sparse, providing a melodic
"Swing was the thing long
buffer between
ago/Elvis was
the singer and
king long ago/
The Ocean Blue
the song. The
But I'm conwarm, spastantly avoiding
expresses complex cious
combinaextremes and
tion of singer
avoiding those
and disparate
and music
absolutes/
emotions...
achieved on
Sining the song
this album alin my head
lows room for the songs to exmakes no sense at all/Fab were
pand without overwhelming the
the four long ago/Jim closed the
listener.
door...ago." From these sources
In the 11 songs on Beneath
come the band's inspiration and
the Rhythm and Sound, The
influences.
Ocean Blue expresses complex
"Ice Skating At Night" echand disparate emotions in a way
oes REM's "Nightswimming"
that is wholly honest and intelliin its imagery of and nostalgia
gent. The band never resorts to
for adolescent, small-town culcheap sentimentality or overused
ture. Most of the album's songs
imagery, constantly offering up
are saturated with this Amerifresh places and moments for
cana-imagery. On "Sublime,"
the listener to explore.
the group grapples with the eluThe Ocean Blue will be persive American dream and
forming at RCKCNDY on Noshrinks from their interpretation
vember 10th. It is a 21 and over
of it. The album's opening track
show and tickets are only ten
"Piece of Mind," deals with the
bucks, so go see a good show.
debasementof individuality that
And if you like their sound, pick
comes with success and fame.
up a copy ofBeneath the Rhythm
This song starts off with a solid
and Sound.
bassline which sets a precedent
for consistent, excellent bass by
Rating: Heineken
Bobby Mittan throughout the
album.
— Rating Key —
This theme is furthered by the
only slow song on the album,
"Listen, It's Gone" and in the
more upbeat tune "Don't Believe Everything You Hear."
Schelzel explores a deep sense
of confusion, longing and
Widmer Hefeweizen
searching on these tracks:
"Don't leave this cardboard here
in my soul/Don't leave it crumbling here in my soul" elucidates a desire to find substance
in life and not just float on the
Heineken
surface.
Maritime imagery is also
prevalent in Beneath. Schelzel
reaches back into the roots of
colonial America on the final
track "Emotions Ring." TradiWe inh ard 's
tion plays a large part in establishing all the messages on the
album. In "Cathedral Bells," The
Ocean Blue sim ultaneousl y connects with western tradition and
Rainier
discards it for something new,
something that exists beneath
the rhythm and sound.
HEIR
Schelzel is a powerful and
passionate singer, but he doesn't
Schmidt
carry the album on his own.
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November 4th through 12th

t is

iCompiled by Maija Blaufuss

A & E Assistant

Thursday, Nov. 11

Thursday, Nov. 4
Campus Music- Close Enouhg will be playing in the Cellar (UPS) at 10 p.m. This show
is presented by Campus Music Network and is part of the Cellar Concert Series. The show
is free.

Campus Music in the Cellar The Undecided will be playing at the Cellar (UPS) at 10
p.m. as part of the Cellar Concert Series. This show is free.
-

Friday, Nov. 12

Friday, Nov. 5
Reggae Music on Campus- Jumbalassy will be playing in the Great Hall (UPS) at noon.
Thanks to ASUPS Programs, this concert is free.
Campus Music in the Cellar Still Thinking will be playing in the Cellar (UPS) at 8 p.m.
The show is free.
Local Music-The campus band The Undecided will be opening up for Cherry Poppin'
Daddies and Electrolux at the Victory Club, located at 2803 6th Ave. The show begins at
9 p.m. and is open to everyone 21 & over. Call 572-8706 for more information.
Blues Piano Mr. B will be playing at the Antique Sandwich Co. "boogie-woogie, jump,
and blues masterpiece."( Interview Magazine) The show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are
available at the door or in advance for $8. Call 752-4069 for ticket reservations and
information.
Theatre in Tacoma You Can't Take It With You is playing at the Tacoma Little Theatre
at 210 "I" Street in Tacoma. It will be presented Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. Tickets are
$9 general, $8 students and seniors. Call 272-2481 for tickets and more information.
-

Shakespeare on Campus The Winter's Tale will be presented at 8 p.m. in the Inside
Theatre in Jones Hall (UPS). The performance promises to be a "sparkling romantic, and
exotic telling of this neglected masterpiece," according to DirectorJohn Rindo. Tickets are
$6 general, $4 for seniors. Tickets are available through the Information Center.
-

Event of the Week.]
10th Annual Olympia Film Festival will be playing all this week. Films include Baraka,
Short Cuts, Farewell My Concubine, Heroes Shed No Tears, River's Edge, F for Fake, My
Day as the Yard Bird, The Wedding Banquet, Vacas, Bloody Morning, Golden Oly Shorts,
Films & Shorts with Crispin Glover, Half Japanese The Band That Would Be King,
Wittgenstein, Films of Russ Meyer (including Faster Pussycat, Kill! Kill!, Beyond the
Valley of the Dolls and SuperVixen), Household Sair.:s and a variety of classic cartoons,
animation and children's films. Call 754-6670 for more information.

-

-

Saturday, Nov. 6
presented by
the Broadway Center for the Performing Arts, will be playing at 7 p.m. Also included will
be the legend Till Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks and an original piece, The Snow Princess.
The performance will be located at the Rialto Theatre at 310 South 9th Street in Tacoma.
Tickets are $10 and be purchased at the Ticket Office or by phone. Call the Ticket Office
at 591-5894 for tickets and more information.
Theatre, Music and Magic-The Sorcerer's Apprentice & Other Storks,

Sunday, Nov. 7
Laser Show in Seattle Laser Zeppelin will be showing at the Pacific Science Center at
the Seattle Center. Shows are at 7:30 and 9 p.m. Prices are $6 for adults. Call 443-2850 for
more information.
-

Tuesday. Nov. 9
Laser Show in Seattle Laser U2 will be showing at the Pacific Science Center at the
Seattle Center. Shows are at 7:30 and 9 p.m. Prices arc $3 for adults on Tuesday nights. Call
443-2850 for more information.
-

Wednesday, Nov. 10
will
Business Leadership Seminar-Taking Starbucks to Coffee Drinkers Everywhere
be presented by George Reynolds, Senior Vice-President of marketing, Starbucks Corporation. The seminar will begin at 3 p.m. in McIntyre 213 (UPS).
Film Festival on Campus The Name of the Rose will be playing as part of the Honors
Film Festival. The movie is free, playing at 7:30 p.m. in McIntyre 003 (UPS).
-

Discount Nlrn ie Guide
CAMPUS FILMS is playing Dave Friday, Nov. 5 through Sunday, Nov. 7. The movie
will play at 7 and 9:30 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and at 6 and 8:30 p.m. on Sunday. It
will play in McIntyre 003 (UPS). The cost is $1 with ID, $2 without.
TACOMA WEST CINEMAS The following are playing this weekend: Secret Garden,
Needful Things, Man Without A Face, Free Willy, and Rising Sun. Call 565 6100 for
movie times and lengths. All shows, all times are $1. Tacoma West Cinemas is located on
1802 S. Mildred St.
AMC- The following are playing this weekend: The Nightmare Before Christmas,
Demolition Man, Cool Runnings, The Fugitive, Robocop 3, The Joy Luck Club, Home
of OurOwn and Age of Innocence. Call 565-7000 for movie times and lengths. All evening
shows are $3.50 for students with ID. AMC is located at 2208 Mildred St.
RIALTO THEATRE On Friday, November 5, Mona Lisa and The Miracle will be
playing as a double feature. The first movie starts
at 6:45 p.m. and is "an interesting contrast of I
violence and comedy." The second movie starts
at 9 p.m. and is about two teenagers' fantasies
about the secrets of the people in their town. Both
are by the director of The Crying Game. On
Thursday, November 11 there will be a double
feature showing Gaslight and Casablanca, the
Tit I ZIR
classic film starring Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid
STAN
R
Bergman. The cost for the double features is $5.
The Rialto Theatre is located at 310 South 9th St.
Call 591-5894 for more information.
Next week's Campus Film
-

-

-

STALLONE
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year, but the Knicks proved to in North Carolina is not the 84
be the toughest team in the NBA million dollar-man Larry
last season by posting the best Johnson, but the standout rookie
overall record. Although Patrick Alonzo Mourning. Take a look
Ewing, Charles Oakley, Charles at how he held his own against
Smith and Anthony Mason are Patrick Ewing in the playoffs
the best frontcourt in the league, last season and you will underwhen they used to be good?
they still do not have anyone to stand that centers of his calibre
Magic, Worthy, Rambis,
run the offense. Who will step do not grow on trees.
Kareem ... well, thanks for the
Say what you want about the
forward and settle John Starks
memories. I am hesitant to write
down a little bit?
unlimited potential of the Shaq,
this team completely off beMiami—A big disappoint- but Zo is much more polished at
cause of the genius of Jerry
ment last season, but I look for this point in his career.
West (despite his minor brain
them to silence some critics this
Chicago—You heard it here
lapse that enabled the Sonics to
year. They lack vision from the first. The Bulls will struggle up
land Sam Perkins last season).
front office, and defense on the to the midpoint of the season.
Doug Christie, Anthony Peeler
court. When Steve Smith is in Speculation will run wild, and
and Scdale Threate are the solid
the game, this team can beat millions of cameras will greet
nucleus. This team is rebuildanyone. A big key for the Heat Michael Jordan as he returns to
ing, but they will still be comis to keep Smith healthy and the team and single-handedly
petitive.
scoring machine Glen Rice works them back to win the last
LA Clippers—It wasn't that
happy.
playoff spot. Of course, the
long ago when the Clippers had
Expect good things from this Bulls beat everyone in the playa long range plan together that
developing team despite the offs, with Jordan hitting gamewas supposed to remove the
only defensive enforcer being winning shots with no time left
Lakers' stronghold in the City
an undersided Rony Seikaly. in three of the playoff games.
of Angels. They even had some
As an aside, Harold Minermight
But wait, it gets better. Chicelebrities show up to games.
have been a good player if he cago goes on to four-peat, and
Well, someone hit the rewind
understood that defense was then the movie deals come
button and now it looks like this
more than what you have to do through. CBS spends almost
team is starting from square one.
when you don't have the ball.
$100 million to secure rights to
I never did get excited about
Orlando—If you are just the "Michael Jordan Story" to
this team, but who can? I'm not
impressed with Danny Man- Orlando' s Shaquille O'Neal— waking up from a year of hiber- be aired sometime in the fall of
nation, there is this guy named the 2006 television season.
ning, and the deal that would
have added Glen Rice from the the NBA's elite center, or just Shaquille who had a pretty good They will begin filming now,
.:747..s
tar?
an o.".paicis4az.star?
season as a twenty year-old in so the not-so-old Jordan can
Heat would have helped.
the NBA.
play himself in his youngerdays
Sacramento—I liked SacraThe Magic will improve and and play himself in the old days.
mento last year. Walt William§,„),
s a locket ropm pep talk ituteN move in the right direction. PerIt all gets very confusing, as
in any other year could have
ad Saturday Night Live Siiiarr, haps back-to-back rookies of CBS is forced to renegotiate
been rookie of the year. Bobby
• ir
, .thd\ year with Anfernee David Letterman's contract
Hurley does not excite., ino, Sniley skit.
though. People are„..titiiek to . • Mpkybe it isn't that bad] but Hardaway following up the because of a new network salDav y Robinson will haye to Shaq'Si,award last season.
ary cap instituted by NBC and
make comparisons of hini
John Stockton, but ortainly no take charge. Avgiry IoluOn is New\ Jersey—Derrick General Electric as a way to cut
one near the calibre of Karl not th .Oanswer at point guard. Coleman is maturing into a fine COSIS.
Malone plays on thisteani. Sac- Denytr,--Maoy people see talent. KOnny Anderson had a
Indiana—Reggie Miller is
ramento is still a Very nice area great Ongs forpis team, in fine wenn last year The Nets
set at the shooting guard. What
of Central California, but not a cludingrhe TraiOs Sport$ Edi- wonlafunsh much higheri f they isn't set is who is going to run
nahave kept some of their the point. The mediocre Larry
competitive team in the NBA: for Jon Wolfer, 4color
tit- good .guyfS together.
Brown takes over a team that
Golden State-4allk„about nve. Dtver is tOving
. cat- Boston—The Dec Brown- needs a little more fire. Despite
,qtpte honest
the decline of onc.,:bf ffie:ttttt : : : : :*.
promising teams in:14st a couple ne *011ie Ingpf my jOb if I : Nike commerical was so stupid
having a good showing against
of years. With Titrif,Hardaway didn't *ye theft'. higher. tor- they had to pull it off the air. Or New York in the playoffs last
y reason On in theWd.AnAybe it was because Brown year, this team lacks a killer
and Sarunas Marciiilionis out tunateli
for the entire season and Chris BecOSe thei*areplFnI4kair.-:--neveridallypanned out. Robert
instinct. Fact: in their 17 years
Mullin out for six weeksAvith Denvqtrans.00 is -cainpi.IV Parish enterS"hiS>:.1.8th year in in the NBA, the Pacers have
4 league. Hopeltilly the Chief never won a playoff series.
an injured hand, there is nbhope need 40.:::ext5an A on hoi:..‘if4ethe
Atlanta—Craig Ehlo will
for improvement this season.; .Nn 4411 . . ' thisiseason." can keep thegrass Off theOurt.
Chris Webber, freshoff amontlIN ka bntb:c, ElAts, Dikemb& Washington—Does anyhelp here, but he's coming off
mental contract signing, could 1141.4.tninbosi% i aid Mabmtiud:;, body , know who plaYs forth eg„.,„.tbe bench. The Hawks need to
be slow out of the gate because AlxliOlaut.,(ifeChrlOackson) guys? /I' had to look up tbeit::.find a remedy to this losing
of the increased scoring pres- a form 1 :talentO, young nucleus rostee and Calbert Cheaneir problem they they have
leadihis te*. But this kNever-Nervous PerVis ,Ellisnn,JC6ritiued to face. Dominique
sure.
bq. the;; Nuggets' ',And Tom Gughotta
e 1 -;Wilkins is too selfish to actuMaybe some leadership from
the front office could rescue Cledr.kgriaybeijextrneason, but gliys worth mentio Cigtne- ally give up some of his stats for
i!
,..d4 they
.they wins.
this team. Last season, the War- nocti*".41K,
,EP.....?.:topkastepbacIcWiirdWheh they
Detroit—The Sean Elliott
Alta :MI6:
riors' nucleus of Mullin,
*. Tlie .Spac n- 6MalOne.',;.!gy.o...up Haryetarant."
trade really helps. I probably
Hardaway and Billy Owens
ffis getting4kTom Charti Phijadelptpli—ShOin Bra- will get some flack for putting
played less than three minutes
on the court together. They re- liqrs W:puld be*.gre-ai.namAr dley *14,..pt the biggest bust these guys next to last, but hey,
ally wish they could have had a 'fine 'itine Or* itNoffig?). since 40. i..,Bowie was drafted somebody has to end up down
their draft picks they gave up to The.'imprRv:emenl*40. n't by then3laters ,fiver Michael here. They could surprise some
JordarOn 198 .: .:This guy does people under new coach Don
be etiougliO .
get Webber for when they need
nnihaVe the strength of the other Chancy.
Daflas—g#This tegni
to start all over.
:
impro‘ed•Mishb' •\\cent.irs
in the:league and will be
Milwaukee—Mike
and Jirrii$, Jacks Ole guard4p Shed around until the Sixcrs Dunleavy has the unenviable
Midwest Division
Houston—This team caught positiontl,ThisItea* needs to A inally accept t hat they made a job of rebuilding this team and
II re down the stretch and proved build around tbe$es, two guY4' 1Y.ltdt 10in:drafting someone then trying to coach it. If the
that Robert Horry may have and Quinn Bn4kiier\Wisll miss .4ithOkb stlitt,:ii'layed organized Bucks can hold on to all of their
the annntincitieboath flikkViin- /basketball:** two years.
young players, they can only go
been overshadowed in the headV
.,e.\,...
ts;will .:.? No us*46ing through this up. Remember last year—they
lines, but not on the court. Ev- ter. ThO *ipporting
erything seems to be going right hinderAc4kudding t .„ ., nts\"qt again. .00::,$ixers have plenty got off to a hot start and slowly
for these guys after losing to the Mashbpmatialackson. 's ,:..,,...,,,'K, of lotterteks to look forward faded. It could happen again.
M i n flan t atlill I s aiiiit\tco in '....
IXI (tire.
Sonics in the semifinals last
7 , Ir:
year. They should come out (J.R.) Rider hn.., .wed onithe
Western Conference cham,.
Pivision
fighting with Hakeem court at the sainktini as Chris- ,kqed
pion—
, Mark
Olajuwon happy and a nice sup- tian LaeatierT .1' es .z.S.O, but t steed—Okay
Seattle Supersonics
Laettne(WillcomplauliftieWt .<•.'Pri. Ms ,::the nicest guy in the
porting cast.
San Antonio—Do they re- the Wolv0SIc.adi* rer '50:1*NBA.. +like,:Fratello will be a
Eastern Conference chamaddition,
and will fi- pion—
ally feel they have improved cry game. t a fr 74vego
..t
,
'i, .::>.
'V
'.1.:iially hjp this team pull a seaNew York Knicks
theirteam by acquiring the hard...son together. A good front court
Eastern onfertn
to-please Dennis Rodman in
'° tandem of Larry Nance and Brad
1993-94 National Basketball
Atlantic Divist
exchange for Sean Elliott, one
New York—I guess this is Daugherty have to prove some- Association champion—
of the league's most promising
Seattle Supersonics
young stars? John Lucas the year, but it was last year too. thing to the new coach.
Charlotte—The best player
coaches on pure emotion, and Yes, the Bulls three-peated last

NBA Preview:

Don't blame us if we're wrong
❑By Darin Padur
Sports Copy Editor
Although I refuse to say that
a single player makes or breaks
any league, the National Basketball Association is going to
look a little different without
Michael Jordan.
With that said, let's get the
NBA preview underway. As the
season is about to start, The
Trail is committed to providing
you in-depth coverage of the
NBA—sort of a users' guide
for NBA fans.
The following is a projected
order of finish along with details of how each team will fare.

Western Conference
Pacific Division
Seattle—Kendall Gill is the
key. Is he the missing piece of
the puzzle that was lacking last
year? Or is he the "free-radical"
that will destroy the Sonics'
fragile chemistry they have
slowly been putting together?
The Sonics made the right
decision to trade the aging Eddie
Johnson, the ineffective Dana
Barros and the nonchalant Derrick McKey. The Sonics' starting five will be among the
NBA's elite, and the recent addition of Detlef Schrempf will
improve Seattle's depth.
If this team doesn't finish in
one of the top three slots, the
season will be a disappointment.
Coach George Karl never gets
the credit he deserves for letting these guys play, or finding
a way to win.
Phoenix—No, I am not getting on the band wagon and
putting these guys first again.
Of course, last year I predicted
they would finish second to
Portland and look what happened.
I am not impressed with this
team. Charles Barkley's numbing incident in training camp
leaves a huge question mark
about his physical ability. This
is a good team, but without Sir
Charles, they are an ordinary
team.
Portland—Despite the fact
that many people are writing
this team off, there will be one
final hurrah for the Blazers and
their fans before major rebuilding will begin. Clyde Drexler is
getting old and restless. He has
announced a demand for a new
contract orbc traded. If the Blazers were wise they would deal
him before he has absolutely no
market value.
Do not expect Chris Dudley
to contribute anything beyond
double digit rebounding figures
and picks to be thrown onto
highlight films for basketball's
athletically challenged, but fundamentally sound.
Make no mistake, getting rid
of Kevin Duckworth can only
help. A healthy Jerome Kersey
should provide some thrill for
the Rip City rooters. My suggestion for all of you Blazer
fans is to form a support group
to reminisce about the good 'ol
days.
LA Lakers—Remember
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1993-94 Puget Sound
Women's Basketball Schedule

Loggers will be tough
in 1993-94

October
30
@U. of British Columbia

Women should top last
year's best-ever finish
Staff Writer

colt Sonntag.
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The Puget Sound women's basketball
team is ready to hit the ground running.
Head coach Beth J. Bricker is enthusiastic
about this year's squad in spite of several
key player departures.
The Loggers are coming off thcir best
record in school history in 1992-93, and
"considering the competition, we did a
good job," Bricker said. There were three
teams in District 1 last season that were
ranked among the nation's top twenty
teams.
The Loggers lost seniors Keely Running, an All-District post; point guard
Sarah Heytvelt, who rejoins the team as an
assistant coach; and Jennifer Lamerdin
and Dana Newbold to graduation.
"Keely scored 30 percent of our points
last year, and the loss of those girls represents a loss of our height advantage,"
Bricker said.
Puget Sound used to be the tallest team
m in the district, but the team has been left
vulnerable in the post and point guard
positions after last season's graduations.
But Bricker, who was named NAIA
3 District 1 Coach of the Year as well as
Female Administrator of the Year for
1992-93 as Assistant Athletic Director, is very optimistic of her
team's chances to
step up, fill the
void and be competitive in the district.
The 1993-94
Loggers are composed of two seniors, five juniors,
two sophomores
and three freshmen. Because of
the relative youth
and lack of height,
this year's team
has a different
look. They are
mostly penmeter
players and the
team's versatility
will be the key to
Puget Sound 's success.
Relying on a fastpaced game,
Bricker believes
that opposing
teams will probably not play the
Loggers in a zone
and will allow them
to take advantage
of outside shooting
to create high-scoring games.
"We'll be seeing
some good taller
players around the
league this year,"
Brickersaid, citing
Lewis-Clark State
and Seattle
University's centers, all of which
are over six-footthree. Puget Sound
has two 6-foot-2
players in posts
Johanna Bay and
Sarah Lentz.

Wendy Davis should be the Loggers' starting guard this season.

December
4
PORTLAND STATE
11
@Seattle Pacific
17-18 HOLIDAY CLASSIC
TOURNAMENT
28
@Metro State
29
@Regis College
30
@Denver University
January
4
SOUTHERN OREGON ST.
7
WESTERN WASHINGTON
9
WHITWORTH
12
@Central Washington
15 LEWIS-CLARK STATE
20 NORTHWEST COLLEGE
25
@Seattle University
27
@Simon Fraser

UeSUOr JeU l

❑ By Beth Champine

November
13
@Southern Oregon State
14 ALUMNI
19-21 @Cal-State Chico Tournament

In her fifth year as coach of the Loggers, Bricker says that the goals for her
team this year are to "get up there in the
district." The District 1 tournament takes
the top 6 of 7 teams this year. Bricker
says that the district is fairly even this
year and the district championship is up
for grabs.
The Loggers will start junior guard
Wendy Davis and junior wing Molly
Avery. Co-captain Bay will probably
start at the post position this year.
At point guard, Bricker will be looking
at either junior Susan Overton or junior
Angie Bagg.
Senior co-captain Kristina Klarich
looks to grab a guard position. Bricker is
very excited about frcshman Kelly Kaiser, a "very athletic player, one who has
been coached well."
Junior transfer Molly Dahl who has
excellent rebounding potential, and
Rebecca Skeen should also see some
playing time at post. Sarah Lentz and
Heather Seeley round out the roster,
providing size and outside shooting.
The first home game for Puget Sound
will be November 14 against the Alumni.
The Loggers will participate in the CalState Chico Tournament November 1921, and return home to face Portland
State on December 4.

February
2
ST. MARTIN'S
4
@Lewis-Clark State
7
SEATTLE PACIFIC
12 CENTRAL WASHINGTON
15
@Western Washington
18
@St. Martin's
22 SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
24
@Northwest College
26 SIMON FRASER
Home games in ALL CAPS

The History of the Citibank
Classic Visa card and the Age of Credit
Card Security.

In the 67th year of the 20th Century A.D., Citibank introduced a credit

card aptly titled the Citibank Classic Visa® card. Established on the premise that a credit card should
offer-24 hours a day—warm, personal service, the Citibank Classic Visa card marked the end of the
Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. 1 With the introduction of the first Photocard, the credit card
bearing one's own photo and signature on the front, it soon became
evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First,
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on
more primitive cards such as the Student ID. He or she could now
sr..

Tim tablet. dated 1358
was the firs
known attempt to put one's photo on a credn
card-hut not without drawbacks Photographs
had not srt been invented. It wrothed over 50
pounds And it did not In easily into a wallet

choose his or her own photo. Second, by deterring other anthropoids
from using the card, Man was helping to prevent fraud. Surely this

was a sign of advanced intelligence. 11 The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an
American Revolution. So as you might expect, Citibank would be there for you, even if your card
was stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost Wallets"' Service could have a new card in your hands

Monarch Notes® Version:

usually within 24 hours. (You can almost hear Paul Revere crying, "The card is coming! The

With the Citibank Classic Visa card,

card is coming!") 11 When the Great Student Depression came along, Citibank introduced

you can build a credit history before

New Deals—special student discounts and savings. Hence, today's student can enjoy a $20

you reach your middle ages. And,

Airfare Discount for domestic flights' (ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail order

receive special student discounts.

purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4% 2; and,

Call today 1-800-CITIBANK

no annual fee. ¶ Finally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (i.e. when you charge

(1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

your purchases on the Citibank Classic card). You receive Citibank Price Protection to assure
you of the best prices. Just see the same item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $150 3. You receive Buyers Security', to cover
those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from
the date of purchase'. And Citibank Lifetime Warranty"", to extend the
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years'. Together they
give you complete coverage; and with everything else... the Age of Credit
Had \ap, , icon urrted a
Ottbank Classic Ow card
with ns Lost Hallo Service, lie
would not have been cont.
pellet' to Judd ent stoolnessivdy us
the mullet Mode his jacket

Card Security. 11 It's credit history in the making. With the help of Citibank's
services and savings, you earn some of the credentials needed later on to

purchase a car or even a house. 11 So call to apply. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call,
also, if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19. 11 If

CITIBAA(O
ASSI

after reading this chapter describing the prosperous condirig

tions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feels that
he or she has left forever the Dark Ages and has entered upon
a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your time, as
they say, has come. Destiny is calling. And so should you.
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Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. The Annual Percentage Rate for
purchases is 154% as of 8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash advances is 198%. If a finance charge is imposed. the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional
finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction: however. it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. 'Certain
conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. 'Certain
restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry
data Detail% of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarcho Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster. a Paramount
om mun tcations Company. Used by permission of the publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. x)I993 Citibank (South Dakota). N.A. Member FDIC.
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DBy Jon Wolfer
Sports

Editor

The Puget Sound men's and
women's cross country teams
have their best chance in many
years to make a sweep of the
NAIA District 1 championship
meet on Saturday.
The women's team won the district title last year en route to
winning its first national championship at Kenosha, Wisc. Puget
Sound finished third at nationals
in 1984, and ninth in 1989 and
1991.
With Emily Kellman and
Wanda Howlett, who finished
third and fourth at nationals in
1992, the Loggers are in good
shape to repeat as district and
perhaps national champions.
Howlett was also the individual
national champion in 1989 and
the District 1 champion last year.
Coach Sam Ring was named the
NAIA District 1 Coach of the
Year in 1992.

The men have never won the
District 1 title. The district has
been dominated recently by
Simon Fraser, which has won 10
of the last 13 championships. The
Loggers finished fourth in 1992.
Josh Montgomery finished sixth
at the district race last season and
returns for his senior season in
search of a district title. But all
eyes will be on freshman Jon
Westerman.
Westerman has been the Loggers' leading runner in 1993. With
his first place finishes at the Lewis
& Clark, Pacific Lutheran and
Central Washington Invitationals,
Westerman could also lead the
Loggers to the District 1 title.
The men's team has lost to only
one NAIA school in 1993—
S imon Fraser. But with the NAIA
District 1 championships held at
Fort Steilacoom in Tacoma where
Puget Sound won the Pacific
Lutheran Invitational, the home
course advantage could push the
Loggers over the top.

Logger Hall of
Fame adds five
On November 6, 1993, the
University of Puget Sound will
proudly add five names to the
list of Athletic Hall of Fame
members.
The induction will take place
during ceremonies at the Hall
of Fame brunch in the Student
Union Building Rotunda on Saturday. The Hall of Fame ceremonies will also include halftime introductions at the Puget
Sound football game against
Whitworth College, and the presentation of the inductees'
plaques in the Hall of Fame
display in Memorial Ficldhouse
in a post-game evenL
The 1993 inductees are men's
basketball standouts Tim Evans
and Rick Walker, football legend Dan Thurston, women's
swimming national champion
Wendy Hunt Higley, and contributor and American Football

League founder Milt Woodard.
Evans starred on the 1976
NCAA Division H Championship men's basketball team from
1974-78. He was a four-year
starter, and ranks among the
all-time Puget Sound leaders in
assists, games played, points,
free throw percentage, and field
goals made.
He was the team's leading
scorer as a freshman and sophomore, and team captain as a
junior and senior. He was
drafted by the Portland Trail
Blazers, and played four years
professionally in Australia.
Higley was Puget Sound's
first women's national champion in swimming, winning the
50- and 150-yard freestyles at
the 1979 national championships and setting national

see HALL page 15

Men's soccer falls
in final ga

u asuar Jeuo

Cross country looks for district titles

The defending national champion Puget Sound women's cross country team goes for its second straight
district title on Saturday at Fort Steilacoom in Tacoma.

Demolition Man:
McCoy's the next great Logger back
By Mark Giese
Guest Writer
The University of Puget Sound
has traditionally boasted some of
the best running backs in the Columbia Football Association.
Players like Mike Oliphant and
Gary McCurty have given many
Logger faithful plenty to be hopeful abouton Saturday afternoons.
Both Oliphant and McCurty are
currently playing for the Sacramento Gold Miners of the Canadian Football League. And current Logger tailback Aaron
McCoy is very quickly living up
to the reputation of being another
great running back.
McCoy, a 5-foot-8, 190-pound
junior hailing from Woodland,
represents a new style of running
back for the Loggers. Where
Oliphant and McCurty were speed
backs, McCoy is a power runner
who loves the physical contact.
He loves to get the ball 25 to 30
times a game.
"If I don't receive the ball at
least 25 times a game, I feel that I
didn't con tribute as well as I could
have," McCoy said.
McCoy feels pressure as a Puget
Sound running back as he follows
in the footsteps of McCurty and
Oliphant.
"Since I've been here, being a
Logger running back meant being great, because people were
always comparing you to Oliphant
and now, McCurty," said McCoy.
"But playing with Gary also
helped me develop an attitude

about how to play, and it helped
take a lot of pressure off me as a
young, inexperienced player."
McCoy has had a difficult season along with his Logger teammates this season. He had an outstanding game on Saturday
against Whitworth with 170 yards
rushing, including a 60-yard
touchdown run, but after two
straight 100-yard games to begin
the season, yard production has
been minimal since.
"Up to this point, we have been
so close to turning games around,
but someone has a small breakdown and it turns into a big play,"
McCoy said.
The fact that both Oliphant and
McCurty have made it to the ranks
of professional football excites
McCoy. McCoy does not rule out
the possibility that being a Logger running back might help him
to be noticed after his collegiate
campaign, but he knows he must
perform well in his last two seasons.
McCoy was quite optimistic
about the rest of the season despite its dismal start.
"We have Whitworth at home,
so anything is possible." he said.
"The PLU game is so emotional
that I feel we will compete well
with them. They are always strong
and we need to play well if we are
going to beat them."
One thing is for sure—McCoy
is a new type of running back at
Puget Sound, and his powerful
running will give Logger fans
something to cheer about for the
rest of the season and next year.

Loggers
lose to
Central
The Puget Sound football
team added another loss to its
dismal season after being
stuffed 45.19 by Central
Washington on Saturday in
Ellensburg.
"They are without question
the best offensive team we
have faced all y e ar," Head
Coach Ross Hjclscth
Running back Aaron
McCoy had a good rushing
outing with 118 yards on 19
attempts, including a 60-yard
first quarter touchdown run,
and quarterback Chris
Schlecht was l8-for-14 on
passing for151 yards and one
touchdown.
The Loggers, now 0-6-1,
will face the 0-7 Whitworth
College on Saturday. It will
be the final game at Baker
Stadium for seniors Rodney
Emmons, Jeff Vaughn, Todd
Cooley,Christian McDonald,
Greg Fisher, Chad Johnson,
Craig Bmwn and Scott Beebe.
Kickoff will be at 1 p.m.

The best and worst broadcasters
By Bruno Zalubil
Staff Writer

The Puget Sound men's soccer team lost its final game of the
season on Saturday to Central Washington 5-2. The Loggers
finished the disappointing season with a 5-10-1 overall reeord4

Though I was 21 years from
being born when Ernie Harwell
first blurted out his emotional
pronouncement, I nevertheless get
the shakes whenever I hear his
fateful words of 1951.
"The Giants win the pennant!
The Giants win the pennant!"
They are immortal sentences
eclipsed only by a few lines of my
favorite poetry.
Yet unlike the the musings of

Frost or Yevtushenko, Harwell's
lines were not crafted or edited;
the legendary radio broadcaster
created his verse in the passion of
the moment He could not have
foreseen the magnitude of the
excitement created by Bobby
Thompson's legendary pennantwinning home run.
His genius was instinct
Unfortunately, like any Godgiven talent, instinct is not easy to
come by.
Great announcers are getting
harder and harder to find and bad

announcers are popping up like
frat boys at a free kegger.
First, here are some of the great
announcers of our time.
Anyone who has listened to a
Mariners game should have nothing but respect for Dave Niehaus.
Not only does Niehaus have
extradinary story-telling abilities
and a raspy voice that gives him a
unique, eloquent character, but
the poor guy has had to sit through
seasons of bad baseball.

see COLUMN
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Volleyball to host districts,
rolls over Seattle Pacific
laBy Seth Donsker and
Steve Stone
Guest Writers
Continuing to build momentum for the NAIA District 1 tournament, the Puget Sound volleyball team soundly defeated
NCAA Division II team Seattle
Pacific University Tuesday night
in three straight games.
"Anybody can beat anyone at
any given time," said freshman
Denise Alton, denying that the
defeat of an NCAA team gives
them extra confidence.
Apparently suffering from jet
lag after the long trip to Seattle,
the Loggers spotted the Falcons
an 8-0 lead. After their traditional
slow start, Puget Sound began to

claw back into the match and
eventually won the first game 1715.
The Loggers had no explanation for their string of awkward
beginnings to matches, denying
lack of mental preparedness, but
instead speculating a lackadaisical attitude during warmups.
The second game started much
in the same fashion as the first, as
the Loggers found themselves in
a 6-0 deficit. But Puget Sound
regrouped once again with powerful spikes and timely blocks
and won 15-11.
The Loggers sprinted out to a
10-0 lead to start the third game
and never looked back. The Falcons never recovered and lost the
game 15-6 and the match.
Sophomore Andrea Egans and

junior Heidi Moritz led the Loggers with 17 kills each, and Janice
Lwin contributed 41 assists. The
Loggers remain 8-0 in District 1
play, and improved their overall
record to 30-5.
"We know we can do it (win
districts)," said Lwin, "but we
just don't want to get ahead of
ourselves."
The Loggers' final two regular
season home games will be on
Saturday against Lewis-Clark
State, and face Seattle Pacific in a
rematch on Tuesday. Both games
begin at 7 p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
With their undefeated district
record, Puget Sound will host the
NAIA District 1 playoffs next
Friday and Saturday in Memorial
Fieldhouse.

Sox season blues, I gained partial
satisfaction by watching a re-run
of Game 5 of the 1985 World
Series. I was in heaven listening
to Scully and Garigiola describe
the action.
To throw in my personal favorite broadcaster, I've got to acknowledge Bob Costas. It is true
that Costas is still young — not as
young as he looks, but younger
than the other immortals of broadcasting — but he has the clearest
voice of them all. And after years
of watching him doing the NFL

Today every Sunday and "Later"
almost every night, I have never
seen him make a mistake.
But for every incredible broadcasters, there are ten horrible ones.
I could compile a formidable list,
but to save space I'll point out
only a few.
For starters, I am ashamed that
the world had to hear Sean
McDonough and Tim McCarver
call a historical event like Joe
Carter's ninth inning home run
that won this Fall's Classic. Could
there be a pair with less style? Is

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Volleyball—
Saturday, 7 p.m. vs. Lewis-Clark State
College
Tuesday, 7 p.m. vs. Seattle Pacific University

Men's Swimming—
Saturday, 1 p.m. vs. University of AlaskaAnchorage

Women's Swimming—
Saturday, 1 p.m. vs. Washington State University

Football—
Saturday, 1 p.m. vs. Whitworth College

COLUMN from page 13
Bob Robertson, who covers the
Tacoma Tigers during the baseball season, is famous for his work
as the voice of Washington State
University athletics.
Kevin Calabro, who covers the
SuperSonics exceptionally well,
is the only other decent broadcaster around here.
On the national level, who could
forget the tandem of Vin Scully
and Joe Garigiola. This is by far
the best pair of broadcasters to
ever cover a baseball game. Last
Monday, to cure those post-White

there a duo that is more annoying?
Well, Al Michaels, I must concede, is the worst broadcaster ever.
After starting his career with the
famous "Do you believe in
miracles?" to punctuate the United
States victory over the Soviet
Union in the hockey semi-finals
of the 1980 Olympics, he went
downhill fast. Because of him I
cannot watch Monday Night Football.
The 1987 World Series was the
all-time worst in broadcasting
history. Michaels and McCarver
were teamed up for all seven
games betweer St. Louis and
Minnesota. The combination of
the two made physically ill.

The Pi a Cellar

One particular play during that
Series will forever stick out in my
mind. Late in a game, Terry
Pendleton, then with the Cardinals, was brought up on the screen
for McCarver to humiliate.
McCarver tried to explain that the
hitter at the plate had a tendency
to hit line drives up the third-base
line. Since Pendleton was playing off the bag, McCarver explained, he was positioned poorly.
When the ball was hit, however,
Pendleton was standing in the
perfect spot and only had to raise
his glove to cleanly field the hard
shot.
Sit down McCarver.
Or better yet, shut up.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

The Undecided will perform
Kari Eckberg

Thursday November llth

C

0
-3

Women's soccer player
Kari Eckberg was named
the Puget Sound Dande Trophy Company Athlete of the
Week.
The senior forward had
the game-winning goal on
Sunday against Whitman
College in her final game in
a Logger uniform. She
ended the season having
played in all 17 games, and
was the third-leading scorer
with 10 points (three goals,
four assists) on the team
behind Calisse Hughes and
Amanda Olney.

CELLAR hours:1 11:00 AM- midnight
d'eliverylhours: 16:00

PM

-

(pizza

11:30

PM

only)

Located in the ri
basement of
the SUB
756-FOOD

In celebration of the
espresso machine being
fixed

1/2 off espresso
(expires 11/18/93

NEED A JOB THIS HOLIDAY
Local Wine Distributer seeks 15-20
enthusiastic people to work as
demonstrators of fine champagnes and
wine in the South Seattle-Tacoma area
this holiday season.
Excellent opportunity to work flexible hours and
make great money $16 per hour
call Thomas at 1-800-287-0196 x3540 between 8-5 M-F
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Women's swimming defeats
Oregon State University
0By Melissa Spain
Staff Writer

The Puget Sound women's swim
team defeated Oregon State University last weekend in Corvallis
122-82.
"Friday, we came into the meet a
little unprepared," said coach Chris
Myhre. "We had very little information on their team's lineup. But
all of our swimmers swam well as
usual."
The Loggers' 200-meter medley
relay team consisting of Jennifer
Lane, Michelle Parrish, Nina

Pielstick and Kristin Watson took
first.
Kendra Lay ik and Amy Peterson
finished one-two in the 1,000
freestyle. Sybil Hedrick came in a
close second in the 50 freestyle,
while teammates Amy Miller and
Watson took first and second in the
100 butterfly.
Parrish also had a great performance in the 100 breaststroke placing first, a full two seconds ahead
of the Beavers' second-place finisher.
"We were the better swimming
team on Saturday," Myhre said.

The Puget Sound 400 medley
relay team of Lane, Parrish, Lavik
and Hedrick took first. First place
finishes also came from Miller in
the 1,650 free and 500 free, Hedrick
in the 200 free, Kuhn in the 200
individual medley and Parrish in
the 200 breaststroke.
Puget Sound will compete in a
relay meet this weekend against
some more NCAA Division I
schools.
"This meet will be stocked with
talent," Myhre said. "It is a fun
meet and will be a good indicator
of how the season is going"

Walker was also a member of the
1976 NCAA Division II Championship men's basketball team. As
a four-year starter, he ranked
among the all-time career leaders
in points, field goals and games
played. He had a single-season free
throw percentage of .878, and was
Tim McDonough Award winner
in 1975 and 1976.
He was a Basketball News Third
Team All-American, and the Most
Valuable Player of the NCAA Regional Tournament in 1977.
Woodard was a major contributor to the renovation of the
Fieldhouse, and was the last president and an original founder of the
American Football League. Together with the National Football
League's Pete Rozelle, he shaped

the first Super Bowl and the interlocking AFL-NFL regular season
and preseason schedules.
He was a sportswriter in Tacoma
and Chicago, and a professional
executive for various golf, baseball, and football associations.

HALL from page 13

Patricia Mullen takes a shot against Whitman College on Sunday in
her final game in a Logger uniform.

Women's soccer
ends season on
high note, wins 3-0
OBy Becky Dorocak
"It was good to see Kari play
well her last game and score," said
Mullen. "It was nice to end on a
good note."
The Loggers finished with a 710 overall record and 2-6 in NAIA
District 1 play.
"It has been a disappointing season in that we didn't use our talent
to its full potential," said Mullen.
"We could have gone further. It is
frustrating not to be able to get
everything together at the same
time."
The season's leading scorers
were juniors Amanda Olmey and
Calisse Hughes with 13 points a
piece. Eckberg followed with 10
points.

Staff Writer

The Logger women's soccer
team managed to finish on a high
note after an otherwise di satisfyi ng
season with a 3-0 win over
Whitman College.
The final weekend of play also
included a 5-1 loss to Seattle University on Saturday.
Seniors Kari Eck berg and Patricia
Mullen hung up their cleats after
Sunday's game, ending their soccer careers at Puget Sound.
The Loggers were able to come
back from Saturday's draining loss
and tried to salvage a season that
had its highs and lows.
The Logger goals were scored
by sophomore Jennifer Wedgle,
junior Amanda Olney and Eckberg.

records in the process. She repeated
as national champion in both events
in 1980.
She also set a Puget Sound javelin record. She is the only woman
to have won the Alice Bond Award
as the Outstanding Female Athlete
twice in her career, in 1978 and
1979.
Thurston set Puget Sound football records for career and season
pass receptions, reception yardage
and season touchdowns and averaged 15.4 yards per catch during
his career. He compiled 1,887 reception yards and scored 66 points
on 11 touchdowns in his career.
He was selected as an All-Northwest Conference second-team performer in 1966 with a season interception record of eight.

UPS v. PLU tickets
Tickets arc on sale for the annual Puget Sound-Pacific
Lutheran football game on Saturday, November 13 in the
Tacoma Dome.
Prices arc $5 for students, faculty and staff with validated I.D.,
and $8 for reserved seats. Tickets are available in the Athletics
Office in the Fieldhousc or at the
Information Booth in the Student Union Building.

In the Sixth Avenue University Business District
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The ugly sister gets a face-lift
acoma's nasty reputation conjures up visions of
T
gang violence, high crime rates, and, ah yes, the •
Tacoma Aroma. With just cause, Tacoma is viewed
as the smaller ugly sister of Seattle. Yet, within the
past four years, the ugly sister has managed to
undergo some plastic surgery.
The city of Tacoma spent a great deal of money
preparing for the 1990 Goodwill Games, which
stand as a landmark for the beginning of beautification of the downtown area. But once tourists left,
downtown again seemed an empty shell with only
a marginally prettier facade.
The city and its citizens then decided that they
needed to clean more than just the outside of
Tacoma. What resulted was a concerted effort to
bring a cultural life to Tacoma and to continue
fighting the crime and violence that plague the city.
As far as the cultural side of Tacoma goes, the
improvement is visual. Headed by the Executive Council for Greater Tacoma, groups like the Tacoma Art
Museum and the Broadway Theatre District have joined with local businesses to make Tacoma more
culturally aware and sensitive. Renovation of the Union Station, which will eventually house the Washinton
State Historical Museum and a permanent exhibition of Dale Chihuly's glasswork, as well as programs like
the Downtown Gallery Walk, open up opportunities to Tacoma residents who wish to expand their horizons.
In addition, groups like Safe Streets and the Urban League have tried to find solutions to Tacoma's drug
and crime problems. Safe Streets has enabled neighborhoods to unite and solve the conflicts that often lead
to violence and misunderstanding. By working together, neighborhoods are slowly pushing drug dealers
and other harmful influences out of their communities. And although Hilltop is still not a place you'd want
to walk through at night, there has been some success in stemming the problems.
So how does this affect Puget Sound students? We may live in a relatively isolated setting; nevertheless
what happens to Tacoma affects us and our standard of living. What would we do if we didn't have places
like Cafe, WA or Shakabrah Java Espresso to go to? And to know that our communities are getting better
certainly eases the minds of off-campus residents.
What it comes down to is this: we need to support Tacoma and the efforts of the rest of its citizens. As
Puget Sound students, we too are part of the overall Tacoma community, and we need to lend a hand instead
of just complaining about the smell.

Question of the Week:

November 4, 1993

CIBy Todd Starkweather
Political Columnist
n his campaign, President
Clinton promised to shift some of
the White House's focus away
from foreign policy and give more
attention to domestic problems.
He now finds himself floundering
and wallowing in a foreign policy
mess, going around in circles without any clear definition.
Bill Clinton faces his most stringent test in the foreign policy field
of Haiti. Unlike Somalia and
Bosnia, Haiti is an issue Clinton
created himself. He inherited the
problems of Somalia and Bosnia
from his predecessor, George
Bush, but the situation in Haiti was
born under Clinton's presidency.
Sure, the political coup that
ousted elected Haitian president,
Jean-Bertrand Aristide, occurred
two years ago under Bush's presidency, but it did not explode into
the foreign policy giant it now is
until Clinton's term. Clinton can't
rely on past policy to direct his
decisions, as he has done with
Somalia, Bosnia and Iraq; he must
form his own policy. And this is
where it gets sticky.
While Clinton has shown that on
some domestic policy issues,
mainly health care, he can deal
with a steady hand, he has wavered back and forth on every foreign policy issue. Clinton's wavering is most evident when the
issue of sending in American
troops is raised.
Clinton wants to be seen as a
decisive Commander in Chief who
can make decisions and stand behind them. But, at the same time,
he doesn't want to make a commitment that could endanger the
lives of Americans and his own
presidency. Clinton also knows
that, because of his military history (or lack there of), he will be
judged more harshly than past
Commander in Chiefs.
I do not agree that Bill Clinton
should be judged any differently
than other presidents because he
did not serve in Vietnam, but that's
what will happen.
Clinton will never be able to
order American troops into corn-

bat without worrying about being
called a coward and hypocrite for
not serving himself.
The more Clinton worries about
his public perception, the less decisive he becomes. As he becomes
less decisive, he will be seen as a
poor Commander in Chief.
Clinton also has another enemy
against whom he must battle in
foreign policy: the United States
military. The military is cool and
distant when dealing with Clinton.
Like Dan Quayle, Clinton will
probably never be fully accepted
by all ranks of the military.
While Clinton tries to juggle with
his public perception as Commander in Chief and with his shaky
relationship with the military, his
foreign policy turns into a muddle
of confusion and indecision.
Let's return back to Haiti now,
where Clinton is rightfully supporting the reinstatement of
Aristide. It seems as though Clinton
can't decide on how to support
Aristide. Should he send in troops
or shouldn't he? Should he he set
up a world wide embargo on Haiti
or shouldn't he?
Clinton is supporting the embargo
on Haiti as a sign that he will not
tolerate the military dictatorship
that overthrew President Aristide
more than two years ago. He wants
to be seen as a strong supporter of
democracy. I fully agree with
Clinton that the U.S. should support democracy, but should the U.S.
enforce democracy? In Clinton's
foreign policy there does not seem
to be the very important distinction
between enforcer and supporter.
Clinton seems to think that they are
one in the same.
The U.S. should support democracy and freedom in all countries,
but the U.S. should not act as the
enforcer of democracy for the entire world. The U.S. should neither
act militarily nor should it act economically (via embargoes) on
Haiti. Clinton can support democracy without enforcing it.
Dangers lie in both methods of
enforcement. Embargoes against
countries very rarely have the desired affect and usually end up hurting the poor and underprivileged.
Neither Castro nor Hussein have
been affected by the worldwide
embargoes on Cuba and Iraq respectively, but the poor
underclasses in those countries
have suffered greatly.
Military action against other
countries also tarnishes the already
rusty image of America and makes
us seem like tyrants to our worldwide neighbors. Additionally, military action usually ends up creat-

see
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What is your theory on the origin
of SUB food?

"California"

"We think they put valium in the
food so that students don't act up
in protest over important issues.''

—Yuette Ferrell

—Rob Goff & Jon Marsh

"This used to be a
chicken . . . I think."

"It's leftover from the
A&P lab."

—Sean Callaghan

—Courtney Boeckmann
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Economics Society opposes health care reform

❑By OdE, the Economics
Honor Society

Doctors must abide by their rights and property to the disen- it personal health? How long can
Hippocratic oath to provide the franchised is central to this issue. our society wait while the Supreme
best medical services possible and, The rights guaranteed in the Con- Court figures this one out?
Guest Writers
if the coverage will pay for extra stitution and Bill of Rights do not
If you ask the question, "Do
confiscate or tax to subsidize anpeople have a right to minimum
This article is presented by and tests and consulting, they are ethically bound to use it to the limit. other person's individual expres- health care?" to any group of people
reflects the opinions of the memsion. Admittedly, although the you probably will not get much
bers of Omicron Delta Epsilon, With the extra public demand for
medical services, one is correct to government which protects these discussion; but then, the debate
the Economics Honor Society.This
rights is subsidized through our always gets out of hand over, "just
article is intended to promote re- assume a greater demand for dochow much health care is miniflections and response to an issue tors exists. However, anyone fa- taxes and confiscates said taxes if
miliar with the medical field fully we refuse to pay, any government mum?" This last issue raises the
which affects every A merican.The
mandated health care reform is of possibility that minimum health
Trail has agreed to use this article realizes that a 4.0 GPA is not the
care is a public good, with anyas a forum, so please submit your only requirement for acceptance to a slightly different nature.
If, in the name of helping the thing above and beyond being
opinions concerning health care. medical school; you need connections. Consequently, while demand poor, our government grants prop- solely of private-market concern.
is increasing, the medical profes- erty rights to people who cannot
To understand public goods more
dr-the popular media reports apafford them by imposing taxation clearly, you can consider a public
proximately 12 percent of the U.S. sion is limiting the supply.
Few people will
population, or about 37 million
good as something
people, lack medical coverage. disagree that the
that only a central
Nationalized, mandated health care is
government can
These uninsured people are de- problems of health
take on because no
picted as earning too much money care are complex.
nothing less than socialism and every
to receive Medicaid, while earn- However, regardone else is able to.
ing too little to purchase medical less of any distorOne good example
issue of socialism involves the acquisiof a public good is
coverage. One question hiding in tion, an issue of
tion and consolidation of power...
the interstate highthe heather is: How many of these even greater im37 million are frugally making port requires our
way system. Goods
ends meet and truly cannot afford attention before
require transporting
any type of medical coverage? any legislation is proposed, much and restricting purchased personal in the event of a national emerAnd how many people who do less passed. This issue is: Just what property rights, then we must be- gency and it is in the government's
have the financial resources to type of right is health care? Is it a come highly concerned. National- best interest that an interstate highpurchase emergency medical cov- right that should be guaranteed like ized, mandated health care is nothway exists to facilitate this transfreedom of speech? Is health care ing less than socialism and every portation. The federal government
erage place a higher value on their
material pleasures and hope to be an issue of individual property issue of socialism involves the ac- finances the program through taxataken care of at the expense of rights where any government in- quisition and consolidation of tion and, although interstates serve
public compassion? The intent of trusion requires close legal power by the government and con- their purpose, we certainly do not
trol over their respective citizenry need them at everyone's front door.
these questions is to address the scrutinization? Or is it both?
The issue of rights requires our through mandate.
However, as anyone familiar with
real possibility that many people
Health care lies directly on the government programs will attest,
currently without health insurance consideration because someone excould actually afford it, if they erc ising his/her freedom to express bull's eye because tremendous
governments are inherently ineffihis/her opinion does not take any- amounts of money and vast private
cient because they never directly
chose to.
Compounding this statistical dis- thing away from us. Private prop- resources are at stake. Tremenbear the costs of their decisions.
tortion of health care are demand erty rights are simply the guaran- dous power would be wielded by When the government screws
the central health authorities after
and supply inefficiencies. Exclud- tee that, when we purchase propsomething up, nobody gets fired
mandated health care reform coning Medicaid, consider the people erty, we have ownership rights. A
and we always see higher taxation
fiscates and redistributes the aswho have the majority of their pure hase of personal property does
to subsidize any continuing ineffimedical premiums paid by their not take anything away from us sets of the medical profession, fa- cient bureaucracy. The self-proemployer. Labor agreements steer except the opportunity to own that edifies and current health care plans.
claimed administrative panacea of
specific piece of property.
If complete autonomy is given to
a disproportionately higher perlow-cost, efficient, governmentFor a majority of people, health the federal government for our
centage of pay raise dollars into
mandated health care reform is simply pie in the sky.
untaxed health insurance premi- care is a private property right be- health care, then the implicit agreeums for more expansive health cause those who have never paid a ment has occurred that we have
The government is responsible
care coverage instead of taxable dollar for health care should not also granted them the right to confor the welfare of the people with
paycheck dollars. This situation receive the finest private hospital trol the very behavior for which
the implicit responsibility of havroom treatment avail able complete they are responsible: our private ing a healthy workforce. But how
has created excess demand.
Unlike goods such as food and with T.V., radio and other ameni- lives. Interestingly enough, the last much "minimum health care" is
clothing, medical goods offer ser- ties. People who desire the best issue raised by President Clinton
needed to provide for a healthy
vices that arc generally used to treatment have generally worked during his national presentation of workforce? Definitely, beyond this
their limits. In every health care to purchase this property right and his health care reform introduced
public good "minimum," the priplan in which people bear little to have made the effort to pay for it. the notion of how we must behave
vate sector is best suited to provide
no burden for ever-expanding These people cannot be expected more responsibly to make his plan
health care at the lowest cost bebenefits, there are clients who to fully yield this right through a work. It makes one wonder: What
cause the free, private-market bears
are visiting the doctor for ever- government-mandated transfer of happens if we don't behave in a
the costs of their decisions.
federally-mandated, responsible
smaller bumps and scratches in- wealth.
Any effort via government manThe idea of taking rights or prop- manner concerning our personal date, as it attempts to redefine
stead of applying an antiseptic and
erty away from people to provide health? Will we still be able to call morality in our society through the
a Band-Aid.
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transfer of wealth and power via
health care reform, must be closely
scrutinized. This government-subsidized right of assisting the poor
must not overshadow the danger to
the greater public good by diminishing the rights and personal property wealth of the private-sector
through higher taxation or confiscation.
Health care reform requires slow
and careful intellectual thought
while tempering our rational decisions with compassion to help the
needy. We must pay close attention as the government debates the
issue of the basic minimum health
care right to human dignity. The
individual rights issue surfaces not
when asking, "What is too little or
too much for health care?" but
occurs when we ask, "Just when
does a private property right become a basic human right and
when should either take precedence?"
While the people and their govemment discuss this issue, there
are some reasonable at-hand solutions which could be quickly implemented with little impact on our
social fabric. Solutions, such as
having the employer simply pay
the employee what they contribute
towards the medical plan as taxable wages or taxing medical premiums, would allow individuals to
choose health plans that better fit
their needs. The medical needs of
the truly frugal, working poor could
be addressed through providing
medical services from existing federal facilities, such as military,
veterans and native American hospitals, by simply hiring more medical personnel. Supply is addressed
by allowing any undergraduate
with a proper GPA to enter medical school without requiring connections. Lastly, allowing the
medical profession and investigative groups to advertise the efficacy of all health services would
facilitate more informed decisions
and lower costs. These are viable
beginnings that would help untangle this controversy without
involving the complete restructuring of the medical institution,
much less our nation's Constitution. If a major portion of the current distortions are removed, we
might find that we do not need
nationalized, mandated health care
reform after all.
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Education
costs more
than you think
By Arlo Pelegrin
Guest Writer
ook around you. No, really. Go
l
ahead, take a gander. Beautiful,

a sticker or two to properly compare, but these are some examples
of what I found:
Poor Folk and Other Stories by
Fyodor Dostoyevsky: Market Price
$6.95, Bookstore Price $7.95;

isn't it? Clean and well-kept, with
The Lais of Marie de France:
not very much litter at all, com- Market Price $7.95, Bookstore
paratively. The air is not laden Price $9.95;
with the aroma of decaying garRome and the Mediterranean by
bage and the subtly abusive scent Livy: Market Price $7.95, Bookof the paper mills is faint. Outside store Price $10.95;
it is especially stunning. The trees
Essays on Existentialism by Jeandwarf the buildings, reminding us Paul Sartre: Market Price $9.95,
of our place in the scheme of things.
Bookstore
Hectares of soft,
Price $12.95.
wonderful green
These are
This is a place of
grass carpets the
books we won't
ground. The ivy
find anywhere
knowledge and
twining over the
for some
learning, not a place else,
bricks around
reason. I tried
every corner is
calling the lostooping to the
starting to
cal B. Dalton's
change colors capitalistic grubbing
and University
and, in the mornBooks and
typical of any store
ing, you can see
some of the
the dew on spitextbooks are
in the Tacoma Mall.
ders' webs.
simply elusive.
We're rooted
Next I tried the
here until the ground freezes and bookstore at PLU, but their anall the students go home for the swering machine politely informed
holidays. And yet, there are still me that nobody was answering the
people tending to the grassy ex- phone. I noticed a Communicapanse and picking up our forgotten
tions textbook lying around, fairly
litter. The University is spending priced at $34.00 in the paperback
some of that tuition money to keep edition. There are just under three
our learning env ironmen t cle,an and hundred pages in this book. With a
cheerfully tidy. I appreciate that.
mess of dimes, you could conceivThis goes a long way to show ably copy every single page at $.10
where the concerns are. Absorbing per page and still have enough
our money, hopefully, falls behind money to afford a Crayola Marker
providing us with a luxurious cam- 8-pack of basic colors (Bookstore
pus and an exceptional education. Price: $3.95).
We certainly didn't think to ourAnd in which benefits are we
selves, "I want to spend some large basking for these extra few dollars
amount of money. How about the here and there? The same principle
University of Puget Sound? That works for the Postal Service when
would do it." That didn't cross our they toss a few extra cents onto the
minds any more than any of the price of stamps with no visible
staff or faculty simply deciding improvement in work quality. Letout of the blue that the cash box ters still get lost and packages adwas getting low and wouldn't this dressed to Lubbock end up in
be a fun way to refill it? Absolutely Helsinki. But what can we do? The
not. This is a place of knowledge Pony Express isn' t around and Ross
and learning, not a place stooping Perot has yet to set up an indepento the capitalistic grubbing typical dent Postal Service. We have no
of any store in the Tacoma Mall.
choice but to use what is provided.
Even so, there is an exception
There are alternatives to our lovthat slaps us in the face as we slap ing Bookstore: B. Dalton's or Uniour wallets downstairs in the SUB. versity Books, for example. If
One shiny morning I had ventured you're like me, who doesn't drive,
into the UPS Bookstore with the both places are a bit of a jaunt,
intent of getting a new copy of a especially on the way back when
book I had read for a class. The your new books add a few pulpy
particular volume I had already pounds to what you're accustomed
bought was used, in every sense of to carrying around. The Bookstore
that word. The previous owners knows that there are those among
had taken it upon themselves to us who fear for safety during a
highlightand underline every third midafternoon stroll through
word, mangling its continuity and Tacoma and those among us who
making a nice, straight read- don't have time those who are just
through impossible.
plain lazy. The Bookstore will get
I found a copy of it, brand-spank- used, regardless.
ing-new. For some unknown reaThe Bookstore isn't struggling
son, it was priced at one cool dollar with profits as it stands. Market
above market price. No wallet-slap- price is already pretty high over
ping today, I thought sadly. On my what they paid for those books in
way out, I innocently asked, "Why the first place. If anything, stuis there such an enormous mark-up dents ought to receive some manon the books?" The clerk squinted ner of discount on their books.
as if my face was a mirror and the
This University is not the proper
overhead fluorescent light was the place to make a li'l sumpin' extra.
sun and replied, "All our books are As a place of learning, it should be
market price. That must have been more concerned with the distribua mistake." Aha.
tion and dissemination of the writThe next time I paid the Book- ten word and the dispersion of
store a little visit, I was armed with knowledge, instead of the widena clipboard and fountain pen. I ing of a profit-margin. Leave that
browsed quietly, walking up and stuff for the vendors who set up
down the aisles of tomes and vol- shop outside. We read to learn, not
umes. Occasionally I had to lift up to pad pockets.
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Time keeps tickina awa
By Jad Simpson

take advantage of this pleasure,
but I do think that a reasonable
compromise could be negotiated.
For example, in my case all I would
ease? Pretty please? I swear have needed was an extra ten minthat minutes turn to seconds when
utes to write down my answer. I
taking an exam. Just when you are
realize that professors are very busy
feeling confident about the test, people, but I would have done anyyour professor announces that the thing to have been able to finish
time is up. As you wipe the sweat my test. I would have followed
from your brow, the feeling of panic him to his next class or whatever
sweeps through your already fried obligation he had - just to to finish
brain and exthat final queshausted body.
lion. I am not askFrantically, you
ing for a miracle
...sometimes proscribble a ranhere; all I am tryfessors need to be
dom sentence or
ing to say is that
answer the last
sometimes promore
sympathetic
ten multiple
fessors need to be
choice questions
to students and
more sympawith the infato students
offer some sacrifice thetic
mous letter "C."
and offer some
Recently I took
sacrifice and
and flexibility.
a midterm,essay
flexibility. I just
exam. Okay, that
do not see the
is no big deal, right? The test was harm in offering a student an extra
handed out and I spent the first couple of minutes on a test.
couple of minutes browsing and
The whole reason we are here is
panicking over the questions. I had to learn and tests are given to show
gathered my thoughts and started
what we have learned. But, when
writing when, before I knew it, we are not able to show our abiliforty-five m inutes had elapsed and ties because of time, I believe we
I still had another question to go. It are being treated unfairly. Although
was at this point that panic streaked one could argue that it would be
through my body. Just as I de- unfair to the other students in the
scribed above, I scribbled down
class to offer this luxury, I do not
some random sentences. To make think this argument is relevant. If
a long story short, during the final the other students can finish the
fifteen minutes I was only a couple test in a certain amount of time,
of sentences into the last question.
more power to them. Some people
My professor said the time was up simply take longer on tests than
and I must tum my test in. I begged others.
and pleaded with him to give me a
I know that professors try to make
little more time. He refused and I their tests realistic in regards to the
was rather upset. I was frustrated amount of time allotted, but somebecause I knew the answer. I just times some of us students need
needed a couple of extra minutes some extra time. I am taking a
to scribble it down.
student's point of view on the matNow, to say that students should
ter, which may be naive, but I just
have all the time they want to com- do not see the harm in being flexplete a test is unfair to the profesible and giving the student the exsor because many students would
tra time needed, even if it requires
Staff Writer

T

the student to follow his or her
professor to another class, or finish in the professor's office, or
even join the professor for lunch at
the SUB. I know that I am in college by choice. I find it frustrating
when I am not able to show what I
have learned because a professor
will not give me the extra, vital
minutes to prove my abilities.
The point of this article is to offer
the professors of this university
and my readers an opportunity to
acknowledge my ideas on the subject and hopefully to have an impact on the students and faculty
here at the University.

HAITI from page 16
ing huge foreign policy problems in the future.
Clinton takes another risk by
forcing Haiti to rei nstate Aristide. '

If Haiti succeeds in defying
Clinton and retaining a military .
dictatorship, Clinton will have .
to worry about dealing with an
enem y. Clinton should continuc to support Aristide, but not
rule out the r)ossibili ty that some.":
where down the road he will
have to work with a Haitian goveminent minus Aristide. Creating a bitter enemy would not
make future foreign relations
pleasant.
Clinton should throw aside his
indecisiveness and take concrete
action on the Haitian policy. He
should neither take military nor
economic action against Haiti,
but peacefully support the reinstatement of Aristide and de
mocracy in Haiti. While I do not
agree with the actions of the act..."
ing flaitian government, i do not
think that it would be wise for
Clinton to dc mon i 7,e them and
create another enemy. He has
enough enemies at home to worry
about.

November 4, 1993
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(Advertisement)

(Advertisement)

WE ARE OUTRAGED!
How Dare You Say Parents Should Supervise Your Child's TV Viewing Habits!

We are OUTRAGED with all you TV network and advertising people who say you are not causing crime and violence in America...as well as
personal tragedy to millions of our children when you tell us that a cartoon is not responsible for an unattended five-year old's pyromania.
We are OUTRAGED with the fact that you deny that THERE IS A CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP between TV sex & violence and real-life
depravity despite the fact that we really believe that it's true.
We are OUTRAGED that The News Tribune gave us this full-page ad in the back page of this week's Sunday funnies but still found room for
"Mary Worth."

How Dare You Do This To Our Families!

How DARE you, on MTV, corrupt the youth with videos of young children running around in BUMBLEBEE COSTUMES when you know full
well that children will be prone to try toplay with these stinging insects.
How DARE you show the nightly news, in which bad things happen, and people get hurt.
How DARE you, on "Entertainment Tonight," show a woman in leather chains whipping the bare bottom of a tanned, muscular studmuffin, whose
every fiber of his being cries, "More! More!" as she taunts him, waiting for him to beg, and finally giving him all she's got, harder, faster until...
You GET the point.

How Dare You Do This To Our Children!

While we leave our young children at home unattended with matches, a loaded .22, and worst of all, a television set, we want to ensure that our
television programmers know the meaning of the word RESPONSIBILITY!
We want to know that while we're working a double-shift at the office that our children are learning that SEX IS BAD and that CENSORSHIP
IS GOOD.
What they watch on television will cause them to question these very values that we have impressed them with.

We've got you now, Slimfast!

We decided that the Great Satans of our noble and upright country are the folks who make Slimfast shakes, Gillette razors, and telephones. We
will boycott them until they promise that no one under 12 can watch anything but "Barney and Friends."

A TV

ADVERTISER
NOTIFICATION
WE BLAME YOU,

1

YES, I am outraged with the way TV advertisers
refuse to take the blame for my child's flaws. I want to be
part of this growing phenomenon of people who know
that the REAL cause of depravity and violence in today's
youth comes from the source of all their significant interactions: the television. I want to find a direct,
immediate, and effective way of censoring what my child watches, and have therefore decided to boycott
the diet shakes and disposible razors sold by multinational corporations so they will consider cancelling
their sponsorship of the programs that contain the violence that my child watches eight hours a day.

TVADVERTISERS!

L

Mail To: Hallowed Association Lobbying For Withdrawing Inappropriate Television Subjects
P.O. Drawer 2440/107
Parkgate Drive, Dept. 47E
Tupelo, MS 38803

A602Z ,6 21.1401fee ,
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❑ y Pauly Latapizzaria
Staff Nutritionist

Top Ramen
This late-night favorite comes in several varieties such as Beef, Spicy Beef, Chicken, and Oriental, and can
be bought in bulk at Costco for about five dollars. Though some prefer the cost-effectiveness of Maruchan
Ramen, we recommend this tried and true favorite.

Directions: Boil, drain, and add seasoning. Serve.

Adopting a radical new strategy for enforcing the Honor Code, tht
Heat: of Students is shown here atop the Thompson Hall clock
tower instructing two violators to assess the ejfectiveness of a new
experimental flight suit designed by the Physics Department.

Macaroni'n'Cheese
There are a wide assortment of different brands and only you can decide which fills your dinner time and
leftover cravings. You might like the gourmet quality of Diane's, opt for Western Family's fake cheese flavor
for 19 cents, or delight in Kraft's many 'Cheese and Macaroni' shapes such as Dinosaurs, Wheels and of course
the traditional Elbow.

Directions: Boil, drain, and add seasoning, butter, and milk. Serve.

Noodle Roni
This is the feast of the super-classy college student. When you want to make an impression but don't have
a lot of time to do it, the only decision left is which one of the many flavors are you going to choose from:
Creamy Garlic, Herb & Butter, Four Cheeses, Fettuccine— the list goes on. If you're cutting down on
cholesterol intake, we recommend using a half stick of margarine instead of butter.

Directions: Add seasoning, butter, and milk. Boil. Serve.

Pro/Con: Eating in the SUB
PRO: Telling the cashier that
your juice is actually coffee.
PRO: Free collectible neon
orange sandwich stickers.
PRO: Potato bar night.
PRO: Makes for a cheap date.
PRO: Makes gaining the 'fresh-

man fifteen' highly unlikely.

CON: Inka Inka and Yah-Yah
Littleman. Nuff 'said.
CON: stipation.
CON: "Enjoy our meal and have
a good evening!"
CON: Fear that you'll be a loser
with no friends to sit with.
CON: Hoagie rolls cost extra.

"The Combat Zone" is intended as a satirical work and, as such, has
been set off from the rest of this paper. Any resemblence to any
person, place, thing or other entity without satirical intent is strictly
coincidental.

The Trail: The only news that's fit to misprint

Written and compiled by the ASUPS Publicity Office

SHOWCASE PRESENTS...

AND...

DENNIS HASTINGS

(ir

with a Very Special
UPS Jazz Combo

ar

Don't miss this exclusive vocal
jazz. Come relax while enjoying
the hippest jazz standards of all
time at noon on Tuesday, Nov. 9.
AND...

•IUMBALASSY
November 5th, at Noon
in the Great Hall

FREE!

FLOYD COCHRAN
FORMER WHITE SUPREMACIST
Will speak about his experience with the
Aryan Nation
Tuesday, November 9th
8:00pm.

CAMPUS MUSIC NETWORK PRESENTS...

CLOSE ENOUHG•••
PERFORMING LIVE IN THE CELLAR
Thursday, November 4th, 10:00pm

FREE!
CAMPUS FILMS PRESENTS...
KEVIN KLINE SIGOURNEY WEAVER

DAVE
NOVEMBER 5th, 6th & 7th. FRI. & AT. 7:00 & 9:00pm, SUN. 6:00 & 9:30
Admission is $1.00 with UPS ID, $2.00 without.

